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ABSTRACT
Kate Gleason College of Engineering
Rochester Institute of Technology
Degree: Doctor of Philosophy

Program: Microsystems Engineering

Author Name: Abdelsalam A. Aboketaf
Advisor Name: Stefan F. Preble
Dissertation Title: High-Speed and Robust Integrated Silicon Nanophotonics for on-Chip
Interconnects

Optical interconnects offer advantages over electrical interconnects such as higher
bandwidth, low power, reduced interconnects delay, and immunity to electro-magnetic
interference and signal crosstalk. However, in order for optical interconnects to be widely
adopted, the technology must be made cost effective and must be simple to implement
with CMOS electronics. Silicon photonics offers a great promise due to its inexpensive
material and its compatibility with the current CMOS fabrication technology. Moreover,
Silicon as a platform has the ability to integrate with different types of the optical
components such as photodetector, modulator, light source, and waveguide to form a
photonics integrated circuit.
The goal of this work is to develop and fabricate devices that utilize a hybrid
electronic-photonic integration to enable high performance optoelectronic computing and
communication systems that overcome the barriers of electronics and dramatically
enhance the performance of circuits and systems. We experimentally demonstrate a novel
broadband optical time division multiplexer (OTDM) on a silicon chip. The system has a
footprint < 500µm×700µm and is inherently broadband with a bandwidth of over 100nm
making it suitable for high-speed optical networks on chip. Also, we propose and
fabricate a novel design to demultiplex the high bit rates of OTDM data using two
differentially operated 5Gb/s modulators. Moreover, we propose a high-speed hybrid
optical-time-division-multiplexing (OTDM) and wavelength-division-multiplexing
(WDM) system that seamlessly generates high bit-rate data (>200Gbit/s) from a low
speed (5Gbit/s) quantum-dot mode locked laser pulse source. By utilizing time and
wavelength domains, the proposed design is a promising solution for high-speed,
compact and low-power consumption optical networks on chip. And finally, we
experimentally demonstrate a robust, low insertion loss, compact Silicon ring resonator
electro-optic modulator for Binary Phase Shift Key (BPSK) coding/decoding that
encodes data in the phase of light. Our design improves significantly over recently
demonstrated PSK modulator designs in terms of insertion loss and stability.
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THESIS ORGANIZATION
This document is organized as follows:
Chapter 1: provides the motivation of this work and some background to the field of
silicon photonics with a review of the advantages of optical interconnects on silicon chip.
Chapter 2: experimentally demonstrates a novel broadband optical time division
multiplexer (OTDM) on a silicon chip with different design schemes to achieve minimal
optical loss.
Chapter 3: experimentally demonstrates a dynamic OTDM system. Also, a novel design
to demultiplex high bit rates of OTDM is proposed and experimentally analyzed.
Chapter 4: proposes and analyzes of a high-speed hybrid optical-time-divisionmultiplexing (OTDM) and wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) system that
seamlessly generates high bit-rate data (>200Gbit/s) from a low speed (5Gbit/s) quantumdot mode locked laser pulse source.
Chapter 5: experimentally demonstrates a compact Silicon ring resonator electro-optic
modulator for BPSK coding/decoding that encodes data in the phase of light.
Chapter 6: concludes the dissertation and states major contributions along with future
direction as well as the list of publications.
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1 CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Electrical interconnects in future generations of Complementary Metal–Oxide–
Semiconductor (CMOS) integrated circuits are expected to severely limit the
performance of on-chip systems. As predicted by Moore’s Law, the functionality of the
electronics on-chip continues to grow which leads to a higher transistor packing density,
higher parasitic resistance, additional capacitive coupling, longer signal delay and
increased power consumption. As a result, copper interconnects will increasingly suffer
from severe propagation delays, overheating, information latency and electromagnetic
interference. On the other hand, optical interconnects offer advantages over electrical
interconnects such as higher bandwidth, lower power, reduced interconnects delay, and
immunity to electro-magnetic interference and signal crosstalk.
Over the past decade there has been tremendous progress in realizing low cost optical
interconnects using CMOS fabrication technology [1][2]. Using hybrid electronicphotonic integration it is now possible to achieve low power, low latency, high
bandwidth and reliable interconnections for high-speed optical data communication on a
silicon chip. Fig.1.1 shows the main components silicon based optical components such
as hybrid lasers [2],[3], low-loss silicon-on-insulator (SOI) optical waveguides [4], highspeed silicon modulators [5],[6], and Ge-on-SOI detectors [7], [8] – all of which have
been demonstrated, allowing a complete optical interconnection system to be built
monolithically by electro-optical integration on a silicon chip.
One of the key applications of Silicon Photonics Technology is multiprocessor
1

systems-on-chip communications. As more cores are integrated, on-chip wires emerge as
the critical bottleneck in meeting reliability, performance and energy constraints.
Photonic interconnects offer a compelling alternative because of the inherently large
bandwidths, low losses, low latencies and low energy consumption of light. However,
one of the key challenges is the ability to actually reach the high bandwidths that light
offers. This is because even though individual processing cores have higher performance
than they did a decade ago, they are still only operating at relatively low speed of 5Gbit/s.
In order to truly leverage Silicon Photonics Technology, the optical links should operate
at much higher data rates. In this dissertation I show that it is possible to use slow speed
modulators, directly driven by the processing cores, but by applying a time division
multiplexing method it is possible to realize very high bit rates (> 40 Gbit/s). With this
approach, the power consumption and the footprint of the chip are dramatically reduced,
and throughput is significantly improved.
In the remainder of this chapter I will give an introduction to Silicon Photonics
Technology and background on concepts that are key to my work discussed in Chapters
2-5. In Chapter 6, I provide an overall conclusion and the future outlook for my work.

2

Figure 1.1: Main components in silicon nanophotonics based system that can be built on-chip as
developed by Intel and IBM, etc.

1.2 Background
1.2.1

Motivation of Silicon photonics

Driven by Moore’s law [9], there is and will continue to be a constant drive to increase
bandwidths, efficiencies and robustness; and minimize the footprint of the electrical
interconnects. Silicon has been the main platform for electronic integrated circuits due to
its desirable electronic properties, high isolation of its native oxide, low cost, and inherent
compatibility with CMOS electronics. It also has desirable optical properties to work as
a platform for integrated optical systems at the telecommunication wavelength of
1550nm. Some of these properties are the low optical loss and the high index contrast
with its native oxide. By integrating the communication capabilities of light with the
intelligence of electronics, very high performance computing, communication and
sensing systems are possible. One of the most promising applications of Silicon
Photonics are efficient interconnects which work as information pipelines for on-chip and
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off-chip communications. All of the critical building blocks of an optical interconnect
such as a light source, modulator and detector have been realized on a silicon chip over
the last decade. These components are now being integrated into rapidly more complex
systems and there are extensive efforts to investigate and implement the integration of
silicon optical interconnects into multi-core systems-on-chip and memory architectures
[10]–[13].
1.2.2

On-chip optical interconnects

1.2.2.1 Electrical Interconnects limitations
The future demand of computation speed will increase the number of cores on chip and
the data transfer between cores will exceed 1Tb/s [14][15]. Electronic interconnects have
demonstrated some improvements in bandwidth, latency and power consumption.
However, as electronics continue to be smaller, the device area is fundamentally limiting
the maximum bandwidth as in this equation:

B ∝1016

Area
Length 2

(1.1)

Moreover, the total power consumption of the electrical interconnects increases and
requires about 50% of the total chip power and expected to rise to >80% which is limited
to the total power of 200W [11]. It is well known that electronic interconnects will not be
able to meet the information capacity needs of the future due to their large power
requirements and inherently low operating bandwidths.
1.2.2.2 Optical Interconnect Advantages
Optical interconnects offer a compelling solution because of their inherently large
bandwidths, low losses, low latencies and low energy consumption. Recent interest in
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using silicon nanophotonic devices to realize on-chip interconnects has yielded some
successes, including low-loss silicon waveguides (wires for light), fast electro-optic
modulators,

and

silicon/III-V

hybrid

lasers,

switches,

wavelength

division

(de)multiplexers , filters, delay lines, detectors, and fiber couplers for on/off-chip optical
signal coupling [16]–[28] [29]–[32]. Still, many challenges remain before these devices
can be efficiently and cost-effectively integrated with CMOS circuitry on a multicore
chip. Unlike the electrical wire that must be charged, photons propagate over large
distances without using power at speed of light with low latency (~100ps/cm). A single
silicon waveguide has a potential ultra high bandwidth of > 100Thz.
1.2.3

Silicon waveguide

The silicon-on-insulator (SOI) material provides very high refractive index contrast and
makes it possible to confine the light tightly to a waveguide core with sub-micron
dimensions. Typically, silicon waveguides have widths smaller than 500 nm to obtain a
single-mode operation when operating at telecom wavelength between 1.3 µm and 1.6
µm. Silicon has large refractive index (~3.5) compared with the refractive index of its
native oxide (~1.5). This provides high mode confinement for optical waveguides due to
total internal reflection as shown in Fig. 1.2a, which enables the integration of highdensity systems relying on the already developed technologies in the CMOS processes.
Fig. 1.2b shows a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of a silicon on insulator
(SOI) waveguide and its mode profile.
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Figure 1.2: a) The refractive index difference between Silicon waveguide and the native oxide
provides light propagation due to the total internal reflection. b) SEM image of SOI waveguide with
the high mode profile confinement [33]

Research has been conducted extensively in this area demonstrating many passive
devices such as splitters [16], ring resonator based filter [17], [18], disk resonator based
filters [19], and slow light photonic band-gap waveguides [20], [21], to name a few. But
in order to broaden the functionalities of these devices, active control of the optical
properties of silicon is needed. Fig.1.3 shows some examples of SOI based passive
devices.

Figure 1.3 SEM images of some passive SOI device (i.e. ring resonators, disk resonators, photonics
crystal waveguides, and splitters).
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1.2.3.1 Theory of waveguide
We can describe the light propagation in a Silicon waveguide by the macroscopic
Maxwell equations [34] :

∇ ⋅ B(r, t) = 0

(1.2)

∇ ⋅ D(r, t) = ρ (r, t)

(1.3)

∇ × E(r, t) +

1 ∂B(r, t)
=0
c ∂t

(1.4)

∇ × H(r, t) -

1 ∂D(r, t) 4π
=
J(r, t)
c ∂t
c

(1.5)

where E(r,t) and H(r,t) are the electric and magnetic fields, D(r,t) and B(r,t) are the
displacement and magnetic induction fields, and ρ(r,t) and J(r,t) are the free charges and
currents. Normally, we assume that the material is non-magnetic, isotropic, lossless and
the field strengths are so low that the material is operated in the linear regime. Then:

D(r, t) = ε E(r, t) = εrε 0 E(r, t)

(1.6)

B(r, t) = µ H(r, t) = µr µ 0 H(r, t)

(1.7)

where ε, and µ are the permittivity, and permeability of the material, respectively. For
silicon, the magnetic permeability can be assumed to be unity and ρ =J=0 since there are
no light sources in the silicon material. We can rewrite the Maxwell equations as below:

∇ ⋅ H(r, t) = 0

(1.8)

∇ ⋅ ε E(r, t) = 0

(1.9)

∇ × E(r, t) +

ε ∂H (r, t)
=0
c ∂t

(1.10)
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∇ × H(r, t) -

ε ∂E(r, t)
=0
c ∂t

(1.11)

Taking the curl of the eq. (1.10) and (2.10) we get the equation below:

∇ 2 E(r, t) - ε

∂2 E(r, t)
= ∇(∇ ⋅ E(r, t))
∂t 2

(1.12)

Using some vector identities we reduce eq. (1.12) to the form:

∇ 2 E(r, t) - ε

∂2 E(r, t)
= −2∇(∇ ln(n)⋅ E(r, t))
∂t 2

(1.13)

where n the refractive index and defined as n = εr . By assuming the electrical field is
propagating harmonically and varying in time at an angular frequency ω and can be
written in form E(r, t) = E(r)eiωt . Then we can rewrite eq. (1.13) as below:
(1.14)

∇ 2 E(r, t) - εω 2 E(r, t) = 0
Using ω =

2π c
n2
and ε = 2 , eq. (1.14) becomes:
λ
c
∇ 2 E(r, t) -

4π 2 n 2
E(r, t) = 0
λ2

(1.15)

where λ is the vacuum wavelength and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Assuming
light propagates in z-axis along the waveguide; the electric field expression can be
writing as E(r) = E(x, y)e−iβ z , where β is the propagation constant. Substituting the
Laplacian operator, eq. (2.15) becomes:

∂2 E(x, y) ∂2 E(x, y)
+
= (β 2 − k 20 n 2 )E(x, y)
2
2
∂x
∂y
where k0 =

(1.16)

2π
is the wave vector in vacuum. Eq. (1.16) is an eigenvalue equation, where
λ
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β 2 is the eigenvalue and E(x, y) the corresponding eigen function. Similarly, the
magnetic field H (x, y) eigenvalue equation can be derived.

Normally, there is no

analytical solution for these equations. Numerical approximations techniques such as the
mode matching method [35] and finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [36] are
generally used to find a solution.
1.2.3.2 Single mode condition
The SOI wafer has a top silicon layer of 250nm thickness with refractive index of ~3.45,
and buried silicon dioxide layer of 1µm thickness with refractive index of ~1.45, and the
bottom layer of silicon substrate which is always thicker than 500µm as shown in Fig.
1.4. Light can propagate is Silicon waveguides in two distinct polarizations. One
polarization is transverse-electric (TE) mode which has the magnetic field H
perpendicular to the xz-plane and the electric field E in the xz-plane. Another polarization
is the transverse magnetic (TM) mode which has the electric field E perpendicular to xzplane and magnetic field H in the plane. Each polarization may have several different
modes, however, a single guided optical mode for light propagation in silicon waveguides
is the correct and critical operation for many waveguide devices.

Figure 1.4: Schematic drawing of a Silicon waveguide in a typical SOI slab configuration.

High order guided modes introduce cross-talk and are used in Arrayed Waveguide
9

Gratings (AWGs), Multi-mode Interference devices (MMIs), and different splitting ratio
in Y-junctions [37]. When a waveguide supports multi-mode operation, the light will be
scattered easily at the junction between straight and curved waveguides or in a straight
waveguide itself because the sidewall roughness. Therefore, single mode light
propagation is highly desirable.

Figure 1.5: Effective index of the two lowest order TE and TM modes as a function of the waveguide
width for 250 nm Silicon slap [38].

The waveguide dimensions determine the number of modes that can be guided in a
Silicon waveguide. Fig. 1.5 shows the refractive index for the two lowest TE and TM
modes as a function of waveguide width. If the effective index of a mode is less than the
refractive index of cladded oxide (1.45), the mode cannot be guided by a Silicon
waveguide. If the waveguide width increases (>500nm), the waveguide begins to support
the higher orders modes. Fig. 1.6 shows the calculated mode profiles for the two lowest
TE and TM modes for a silicon waveguide with cross-sectional dimension of 300nmx700
nm. The waveguide width can be controlled to make light no longer tightly confined to
reduce the additional loss due to the surface scattering.
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Figure 1.6: Field profiles of different modes for the silicon ridge waveguide with a cross-sectional
dimension of 300 nm 700 nm: (Top-left) TE00, (Top-right) TM00, (Bottom-left) TE10, and (Bottomright) TM10.

1.2.4

Electro-Optic Modulators

Optical modulation is one of the main required functionalities for any optical interconnect
solution. An optical modulator is a device that manipulates the transmission of a light
beam in free space or in an optical waveguide. Different properties of light can be
manipulated to encode data for communication systems. Each bit is encoded to a different
state:
•

Amplitude, which is used for ON-OFF KEYING (amplitude shift keying).

•

Phase, also used for Binary Phase Shift Keying and Quadrature Phase Shift
Keying.

•

Polarization, Polarization Shift Keying.
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In terms of the material properties, modulators can be classified as electrorefractive, or electro-absorptive. By applying an electric field on a material, the real and
the imaginary refractive indices can be changed. When the real part of the refractive
index (Δn) is changed is classified as electro-refraction, whereas changing the imaginary
part of the refractive index (Δα) classified as electro-absorption.
1.2.4.1 Tuning the optical properties of silicon
When applying an electric field across a silicon waveguide, three effects causing either
electro-refraction or electro-absorption are the Pockels effect, the Kerr effect and the
Franz–Keldysh effect. These effects are very weak in silicon waveguides at the
telecommunication wavelengths of 1.3µm and 1.55 µm [39],[40]. Another way to tune
the refractive index of silicon is thermal modulation [41][42]. This effect is large and is
slow due to the speed limitation of heating and cooling. Typical switching times are in
the order of microseconds [43]. Eq. (1.17) relates the change in the refractive index to the
change in temperature.
𝒅𝒏

!𝟒 !𝟏
𝒅𝑻 = 𝟏. 𝟖𝟒×𝟏𝟎 𝑲

(1.17)

The most efficient method to modulate light in silicon devices so far is the free carrier
plasma dispersion effect [44], where the refractive index and the absorption coefficients
are changed by the concentration of free charges in silicon. Many active devices have
been demonstrated and proposed based on this effect such as electro-optic modulators
[22]–[28], storage units [29], [30], wavelength converters [31], [32] , and optical isolators
[45]. The main advantage of this effect is to provide a direct link between the electronics
and optics using simple structures to inject carriers such as PIN diodes [28][23], Schottky
diodes [27] , and MOS capacitors [5]. These modulators can operate at very high speeds
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as high as >10Gb/s. Moreover, because of the large index contrast of silicon with its
native oxide, electro-optical modulators on silicon platform can be integrated and built
with a very small footprint <100 µm2.
Both the refractive index and the absorption coefficient can be evaluated [39] as a
function of the carrier densities in silicon waveguides due to the plasma dispersion effect.
For a wavelength of 1.55 µm:
Δn = Δne + Δnh = −[8.8 ×10 −22 × ΔN + 8.5 ×10 −18 × ΔP 0.8 ]

(1.18)

Δα = Δα e + Δα h = [8.5 ×10 −18 × ΔN + 6.0 ×10 −18 × ΔP]

(1.19)

where ΔN and ΔP are changes in in the free-electron and free-hole carrier concentrations
respectively. Similarly for wavelength of 1.3 µm:
Δn = Δne + Δnh = −[6.2 ×10 −22 × ΔN + 6.0 ×10 −18 × ΔP 0.8 ]

(1.18)

Δα = Δα e + Δα h = [6.0 ×10 −18 × ΔN + 4.0 ×10 −18 × ΔP]

(1.19)

For example, at a wavelength of 1.55 µm using the above equations, the change in the
refractive index is about −1.66 ×10 −3 when the carrier density changes of the order of

5×1017 cm −3 . In a silicon waveguide, electrical manipulation of the charge density
interacting with the propagating light is achievable through mechanisms such as carrier
injection, accumulation or depletion [22]–[28].
1.2.4.2 Microring resonator modulators
A) Ring resonators properties:
Silicon optical micro ring resonators are extensively studied in the literature [17], [46],
[47]. A ring resonator consists of a looped silicon waveguide and a coupling mechanism
to access the loop (ring). At resonance state, the waves in the loop (ring) build up round
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trip phase shift equal to integer number of 2π making the waves constructively interfering
in the cavity. In general ring resonators can be constructed as shown in Fig 1.7: Notch
filter configuration as in Fig 1.7a, and add-drop configuration as in Fig. 1.7b.

Figure 1.7: a) All-pass and (b) add-drop ring resonator [48].

The spectral properties of the first configuration (notch filter) can be derived. By
assuming a continuous-wave (CW) laser source is fed to the waveguide, we can express
the ration of the transmitted and the input fields as in [46]:

E pass
a − re−iφ
= ei( π +φ )
Einput
1− raeiφ

(1.20)

where φ = β L is the single-pass phase shift, with L the round trip length and β the
propagation constant. a is the single-pass amplitude transmission, including both
propagation loss in the ring and loss in the couplers. It relates to the power attenuation
coefficient α [1/cm] as a 2 = exp(−α L) and r is the self-coupling coefficient. By squaring
eq. (1.20) we obtain the intensity transmission for the micro ring resonator (notch filter)
as show in Fig. 1.7a:

Tn =

I pass a 2 − 2ra cos φ + r 2
=
I input 1− 2ra cos φ + (ra)2
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(1.21)

we can define the cross coupling coefficient k to satisfy r 2 + k 2 = 1 by assuming no loss in
the coupling region. As stated before, at resonance the phase φ is a multiple of 2π, or
when wavelength of the light fits a whole number of times inside the optical length of the
ring:

λres =

neff L
m

(1.22)

where m=1,2,3, …..
B) Add-drop ring resonators:
Fig. 1.7b shows add-drop ring resonator that coupled to two waveguides. Through and
drop ports transmission can also be derived from CW operation respectively.

Tp =

I pass r22 a 2 − 2r1r2 a cos φ + r12
=
I input 1− 2r1r2 a cos φ + (r1r2 a)2

(1.23)

Td =

I drop
(1− r12 )(1− r22 )a
=
I input 1− 2r1r2 a cos φ + (r1r2 a)2

(1.24)

For lossless resonator ( a ~ 1 ), critical coupling occurs at symmetric coupling ( k1 = k2 ).
And for a lossy resonator, the critical coupling occurs when the losses match the coupling
as r2 a = r1 . Fig. 1.8 shows the transmission spectrum of an all-pass ring and the two
outputs of add-drop ring with the important spectral features indicated for a = 0.85, r = r1
= r2 = 0.9. Because of the additional losses introduced by the second coupling section, the
add-drop ring has a broader peak. Also, coupling is further from critical coupling,
resulting in a smaller extinction ratio.
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Figure 1.8: Transmission spectrum of an all-pass ring and the two outputs of add-drop ring with the
important spectral features indicated. [48].

From eq. (1.21), (1.23) and (1.24) we can derive the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the spectrum for an all-pass ring resonator:

FWHM n =

2
(1− ra)λ res
π ng L ra

(1.25)

and for an add-drop ring resonator configuration:
2
(1− r1r2 a)λ res
FWHM p =
π ng L r1r2 a

(1.26)

And the free spectral range (FSR) also can be evaluated as :

FSR =

λ2
ng L

(1.27)

where ng is the group index and it can be calculated from the effective index neff as:
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ng = neff − λ0

∂neff
∂λ

(1.28)

The group index takes into account the dispersion of the waveguide and is related with
the group velocity as vg =

c
, where c is the speed of light in free space. The finesse is
ng

defined as:
Finesse =

FSR
FWHM

(1.29)

Another important parameter to measure the sharpness of the resonances of ring
resonators is called quality factor (Q) and is defined as:
Q=

λres
FWHM

(1.30)

The physical meaning of the quality factor related to the number of round-trips light can
make in the ring resonator cavity. The round trip losses as well as coupling in the
coupling regions are loss factors to be reduced to obtain high-Q resonator. Therefore the
all-pass resonator will have higher Q than add-drop resonators when both operate at
critical coupling state. There are two types of Q-factors in ring resonators: unloaded Q
and loaded Q. The unloaded Q is the Q-factor when the ring resonator is not coupled to
waveguides and is related to the loss of the ring. The loaded Q is the Q-factor when the
ring is coupled to a waveguide that also induces additional loss. Loaded Q is always
smaller than the unloaded Q because of the additional loss from the coupling regions.
When referring to Q-factors, we always mean loaded Q. The round trip loss can be
expressed as:
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A[dB] = Apropagation L + 2Acoupler + 4Abend

(1.31)

where Apropagation is the propagation loss per unit of length and is usually expressed in
[dB/cm]. We can rewrite the Q-factor and finesse as a function of the physical
parameters. For all-pass ring resonator:

Q=

π ng L ra
λres (1− ra)

Finesse =

(1.32)

π ra
1− ra

(1.33)

and for an add-drop ring resonator:

Q=

π ng L r1r2 a
λres (1− r1r2 a)

Finesse =

(1.32)

π r1r2 a
1− r1r2 a

(1.33)

The propagations and the bending losses in ring resonators determine the Q-factor of the
resonator. Propagation loss can be reduced by using high quality SOI material and high
quality fabrication processing [4][49]. Bending loss can be reduced by design is adiabatic
bends that curve smoothly instead of circular bends [50].
C) Active ring resonators:
Besides using ring resonators as passive optical filters, electro-optic ring modulators are
extensively studied in literature [6][51][52]. By tuning the effective refractive index in
a ring resonator, modulation of light can be done with different mechanisms. The most
efficient way used relies on manipulating the carrier density in the ring. This can be done
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by integrating a PIN diode around ring waveguide of the resonator as shown in Fig. 1.9a.
In a ring modulator, the resonance peak is shifted and the transmission of the cavity is
changed as shown in Fig. 1.9b. By forward biasing the diode, the majority of the carriers
are injected into the waveguide causing change in the refractive index as discussed
before. However, operation speed of this mechanism is limited by the carrier injection
and recombination times. A pre-emphasis method is used to overcome the limitations
imposed by lifetime dependent carrier dynamics in PIN modulators [52] to increase the
modulator speed up to ~ 18Gb/s.

Figure 1.9: a) Top view: the ring has an active section with diode is embedded in the cross section. b)
When biased, the transmission drops: The modulator is operated on the slope of the ring [53] .

1.3 WDM and OTDM systems:
In order to leverage the advantages of photonic interconnects in future multicore
processors various multiplexing schemes must be employed to aggregate low speed
electronic data to the extremely high bandwidths available in an optical waveguide. The
two leading multiplexing schemes are Optical Time Division Multiplexing (OTDM) and
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), and both have been successfully
demonstrated on silicon chips [54]–[56].
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In WDM systems, separate data channels are encoded by multiple laser sources
with different wavelengths to transfer data simultaneously over one channel as shown the
schematic in Fig. 1.10. The schematic shows an N electrical base rate channels operating
at specific rates are converted to N channels of optical signals with different wavelengths
λ1 to λN which are combined into a one channel of WDM signal with final rate of N × one
channel rate. Numerous WDM devices and systems have been demonstrated on a silicon
chip as seen in just a few examples in References [54], [57]–[60]. Fig. 1.11a shows
cascaded four-microring modulators integrated on Silicon substrate operating at distinct
wavelengths to generate WDM high-speed signal. A silicon micro-ring resonator
embedded into a PIN diode forms each micro-ring modulator. The radii of the rings are
controlled through fabrication to differ by R±δ in circumference as in Fig. 1.11b. The
operating wavelengths of the modulators are spread between λ-2Δλ to λ+2Δλ with an
inter-channel spacing of 4Δλ to form a coarse wavelength division multiplexing scheme
as denoted in Fig. 1.11c [61]. 320Gb/s from 10-channel WDM silicon photonics systems
has been demonstrated [62].

Figure 1.10: N electrical base rate channels with particular rates are converted to N optical signals at
who are combined into a N × one channel rate to generate the final bit rate of WDM signal.
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In WDM systems the channel spacing is determined by the spectral content of the
optical data within each channel. The highest throughput is obtained by creating a WDM
channel allocation that is as dense as possible without any inadvertent crosstalk noise.
However, an inherent challenge with WDM on a silicon chip is that the bit-rate of each
wavelength channel is limited by the speed of each individual electro-optical modulator
on chip. Since the modulators are likely to use on-chip electronic drivers, this channel bitrate will likely be limited to no more than 10Gbit/s, thus requiring many precisely tuned
wavelength channels to reach aggregated high data rates of >320Gb/s.

Figure 1.11:a) Micro-ring modulator array (interleaved SEM Image); b) Schematic of 4 micro-ring
modulators coupled to a single waveguide. The inset shows the waveguide cross-section with the
doping topology (c) Transmission spectra of 4 micro-ring modulators. The radii of the micro-rings
are offset by δ nm [61].
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To operate at very high bit rates, OTDM systems are required for ultra-high-speed
interconnects on chip. This will reduce the complexity of WDM which requires multiple
sources of light. Furthermore, this data can be generated from just a single, low-powered,
low-jitter mode locked laser, greatly reducing the overall system cost and complexity
[63]
Using OTDM systems, the electrical signals are converted into short pulses which
are delayed and combined into one channel of high speed OTDM stream as in Fig. 1.12.

Figure 1.12: N electrical base rate channels are converted to short optical pulses, which are timeinterleaved to the final line bit rate.

Fig. 1.12 shows four electrical base rate channels at specific rates are converted to
short optical pulses that are time-interleaved to generate the final channel bit rate. In
OTDM systems, the pulse separations need to be clear to prevent channel crosstalk. This
means the pulse width should be smaller than the inverse of the desired bit rate. For
example, at a speed of 100Gb/s, the pulse width needs to be shorter than 10ps to avoid
intra-channel interface. Optical pulse-train generation on silicon chip has been
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demonstrated in [64] where the micro-rings are coupled to the input trigger waveguide in
series. The optical delay lines are inserted between stages to introduce a stage delay. Each
stage consists of a micro-ring add-drop filter, which can be either a single ring or higherorder configuration similar as illustrated in Fig. 1.13. However, this design requires the
electro-optical modulators to operate at the desired multiplexing speed which will be
eventually limited by electronics speed.

Figure 1.13: An M-tap pulse-train generator. Microring in each stage is shown as a single-ring for
clear illustration [64].

In this work, instead, in order to achieve significantly higher data rates, we
propose and demonstrate a simple scheme for time-multiplexing optical data [65]–[68] to
generate high data rates from several slowly modulated paths. In the following chapter
we explain the operation principle of designed OTDM device and demonstrate the simple
generation of 20 Gb/s and 40 Gb/s from a 5 Gb/s input using our optical time-division
multiplexer. To enhance the throughput of communication systems, a hybrid of WDM
and OTDM can be employed [69]–[71] which also demonstrated in Chapter 4. In fact, by
employing both schemes it will be possible to reduce overall complexity. Specifically,
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we will show using just four wavelengths, along with OTDM multiplexing from 5Gb/s to
50Gb/s in each wavelength channel, it is possible to reach very high bandwidths of
>200Gb/s.
1.3.1

Optical Time Division Demultiplexing

Fast optical demultiplexing techniques are required to extract data from one channel at a
base rate of for example 5, 10 or 40 Gb/s out of the high speed OTDM signal [72]. Optical
time division demultiplexing has been demonstrated using numerous techniques:
semiconductor laser amplifier in a loop mirror (SLALOM) [73], the gain-transparent
SLALOM switch [74]–[76], the terahertz optical asymmetric demultiplexer (TOAD)
[77][78], nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM) [78]–[80], gain-transparent MachZehnder interferometer (MZI) switch [81], ultrafast nonlinear interferometer [82],
electro-absorption modulator (EAM) [83], monolithic integration of a photodiode and an
EAM (PD-EAM) optical gate [84], polarization switching in an semiconductor optical
amplifier (SOA) [85], four-wave mixing (FWM) in an SOA [86] or fiber [87], and crossphase modulation (XPM) induced spectral broadening and filtering in a highly nonlinear
fiber (HNLF) [88][89].
In Chapter 3 we propose and fabricate a simple two-modulator demultiplexer on a
Silicon chip using slow modulators working at 5Gb/s with adjustable delays for the
applied electrical signals. Essentially these two modulators provide an narrow window
for the optical transmission of a single OTDM channel, and as a result can pick pulses of
a width less than 80ps corresponding to 12.5Gb/s data stream demultiplexing speed.
1.4 Phase-Shift-Keying modulation PSK:
PSK systems are widely used and well studied to the growing area of data
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communications. It enables data to be carried in communication systems in a more
efficient manner than Frequency Shift Keying (FSK), Amplitude Shift keying (ASK) and
some other forms of modulation. The simplest form of PSK is binary (BPSK), which uses
two phases separated by phase of π as illustrated in Fig. 1.14. In PSK modulation
systems, the information is carried by the phase of the carrier. The complex envelope of
the M possible signal waveforms can be described as the following equation [90]:

Figure 1.14: Binary PSK modulation.

𝑆! (𝑡) = exp 𝑗  2𝜋  𝑓!

!!
!

𝑚 − 1   𝑡

(1.36)

Where fc is the carrier frequency and M is the cardinality of the transmission symbol
alphabet, i.e., log2M bits per symbol. Fig. 1.15 shows several possible constellations in
the complex plane: binary phase shift keying (M=2), quadrature phase shift keying (M=4)
and octal phase shift keying (M=8) and so on. Numbers beside the constellation points
specify the association between symbols and binary information when using Gray coding
[90].
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Figure 1.15: Signal constellations for three PSK formats: (a) BPSK (b) QPSK (c) 8-PSK [90].

To demodulate PSK signal, the receiver side requires the carrier to recover the
information bits. This can be achieved by coherent detection when a synchronous optical
carrier is used to extract the information at the receiver side without ambiguity. The
demodulation can be simplified by using differential encoding (noncoherent detection)
when the data is coded in phase jumps of the signal rather than the absolute phase. In
Differential Binary Phase-Shift-Keying (DBPSK), a logical “1” is obtained by shifting
the previous phase by π and logical “0” is obtained by a zero phase shift. In DQPSK, the
symbols “00”, “01”, “11”, “10” are transmitted as phase shifts of 0, π /2, π and 3π /2,
respectively.
The bit error rate (BER) for optimal coherent detection with perfect carrier
recovery and matched filtering of binary phase-shift-keying (BPSK) signals in additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is [91]
!

𝐵𝐸𝑅 = ! 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐( 𝛾𝑏)

(1.36)

Whereas the BER for noncoherent detection of DBPSK in the same conditions is
!

𝐵𝐸𝑅 = ! 𝑒 !!"

(1.37)

Where erfc(.) is the complementary error function defined as
𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐(𝑥) =

!
exp  (−𝑥 ! ) 𝑑𝑥
! !

!
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(1.36)

Fig. 1.16 represents the BERs for coherent and noncoherent detection and referred
to deal matched filter systems. The optical channel might be different from the AWGN
channel and therefore more sophisticated tools are needed for the BER calculation.

Figure 1.16: Optimum BER for coherently demodulated BPSK and noncoherently demodulated
DBPSK in an AWGN channel [90].

In digital communication systems, different phase-shift-keying forms of
modulation are used. Below are the more commonly used forms of phase shift keying,
PSK, and related forms of modulation that are used [92]: Phase Shift Keying (PSK),
Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK), Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), Offset
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (O-QPSK), 8 Point Phase Shift Keying (8 PSK), 16 Point
Phase Shift Keying (16 PSK), Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM), 16 Point
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (16 QAM), 64 Point Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (64 QAM), Minimum Shift Keying (MSK), and Gaussian filtered Minimum
Shift Keying (GMSK). Each form of PSK coding has its own advantages and
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disadvantages. In general the higher order forms of modulation allow higher data rates to
be carried within a given bandwidth. However, the downside is that the higher data rates
require a better signal to noise ratio before the error rates start to rise and this counteracts
any improvements in data rate performance [92].
1.4.1

Optical PSK Transmitters:

There are two ways to encode binary information using the phase of the optical carrier:
The first method is to use a direct phase modulator and the second method is to employ a
Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) [90]. Fig. 1.17 illustrates a schematic structure for
BPSK and QPSK based on Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZ) modulators.

Figure 1.17: (a) Schematic of Mach-Zehnder modulator used for generation of OOK and BPSK
signals; (b) nested Mach-Zehnder structure of a IQ modulator for generating QPSK signals. PG:
(electrical) pattern generator[90].

Fig. 1.17b shows a schematic of a QPSK modulator, where two MZM are nested
in an interferometric structure, one of MZM output is phase shifted by π/2 with respect to
the other before are combined together. An ideal MZM has a perfect sinusoidal transfer
function as represented in Fig. 1.18. The required voltage to induce a π phase shift on one
of the MZM arms is Vπ. The transfer function for the intensity is shown by the black
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dashed curve, and the transfer function for the electrical field is shown by the solid blue
line [90]. In contrast to On-Off-Keying or ASK modulator where peak-to-peak (p2p)
voltage Vπ is set the halfway between a maximum and minimum of the intensity transfer
function, the electrical p2p swing should be 2Vπ, and the bias should be set to one of the
zero crossings of the transfer function [90].

Figure 1.18: Mach-Zehnder transfer function for intensity (dashed) and field (solid). The bias points
and required peak to peak voltage swings are also indicated, for OOK and BPSK [90].

In case of perfectly square data bits of the transferred electrical signal, it would be
no difference between an ideal MZM and ideal phase modulator in the transition between
0 and π phase values. However, in reality the different exists because of the electrical
signal is bandwidth limited and the bits have rising and falling edges. In ideal MZM
modulators the intensity of the signal passes through the origin of the complex plane at
every phase transition, whereas ideal phase modulators leads to signal with a constant
envelope as seen in Fig. 1.19. By using PSK design it will be possible to realize all of the
advantages of phase encoding, particularly the ~3dB enhancement in SNR over OOK
[93].
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Figure 1.19: DBPSK symbols and effect of phase modulator and MZ modulator [90].

1.4.2

Optical DPSK Receivers:

An asymmetric MZ interferometer is the key component in the DPSK receiver where the
signal interferes either constructively or destructively with a version of itself delayed by
one symbol time. Fig. 1.20a shows a typical noncoherent receiver for On-Off-Keying
demodulator. Also, Fig.1.20.b demonstrates a schematic for deferential PSK demodulator
involves an asymmetrical Mach-Zehnder interferometer (AMZI). Ts is the duration of a
symbol, which in the case of DBPSK is equal to the duration of a bit. The DQPSK
receiver shown in Fig. 1.20c basically uses two DBPSK demodulators, slightly modified
with a ±π/4 phase shift on one of the arms.

Figure 1.20: a) Direct receiver for intensity modulation, b) balanced receiver for DBPSK, c) balanced
receiver for DQPSK. Ts is a symbol time. Optical band pass filter and electrical low pass are also
shown.
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Silicon photonics is experiencing a demand for high bandwidth and will also need
to move towards using phase encodings [94], [95]. There are several reasons that phase
modulation is preferred over amplitude modulation: (1) Maximization of signal/noise; (2)
Minimization of nonlinear effects; (3) Maximization of channel efficiency (which
translates to increased system bandwidth). As a result phase encoded signals on silicon
chip have received increasing attention. There have been several recent studies of the
transmission, switching and receiving of phase encoded signals [96]–[98]. In addition,
there have been initial developments in silicon modulators for phase encoding. The first
compact micro-ring based phase modulator was proposed in [99], and using this design
high speed binary phase-shift keyed (BPSK) and quadrature phase-shift-keyed (QPSK)
modulators were demonstrated in [100]–[102].

However, in all cases the devices

required precise voltage inputs, and had high insertion loss. In chapter five we propose a
completely new approach for realizing a compact binary phase modulator. Our design is
based on a single ring resonator, with a key output configuration that enables low insertion
loss, and robust high speed phase modulation. Using this design it will be possible to
realize all of the advantages of phase encoding, particularly the ~3dB enhancement in
SNR over OOK. In addition, our design can be extended to the realization of advanced
phase encoding formats, such as QPSK and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM).
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2 CHAPTER TWO
OPTICAL TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXER ON SILICON CHIP
2.1 Introduction
Recent innovations and breakthroughs in silicon photonics are paving the way for the
realization of high speed optical interconnects fabricated on a CMOS chip. In order to
realize high bandwidth links some form of multiplexing scheme will be required to meet
the bandwidth requirements for both intra-chip and on-chip communications [103]. The
leading multiplexing scheme is wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), where
multiple wavelength channels are used to transmit information. Numerous WDM devices
and systems have been demonstrated on a silicon chip as seen in just a few examples in
References [54], [57]–[60]. However, an inherent challenge with WDM is that the bitrate of each wavelength channel is limited by the speed of each individual modulator.
Since the modulators are likely to use on-chip electronic drivers, this channel bit-rate will
likely be limited to no more than 10Gbit/s, thus requiring many precisely tuned
wavelength channels to reach aggregated high data rates. In order to achieve significantly
higher data rates in each channel, here we propose and demonstrate a simple scheme for
time-multiplexing optical data [65]–[68] to high data rates from several slowly modulated
paths. In the following sections, we explain the operation principle of our device and
demonstrate the simple generation of 20 Gb/s and 40 Gb/s from a 5 Gb/s input using our
optical time-division multiplexer. This scheme is inherently passive and enables ultra
high bit rates. In addition, with the recent demonstration of large bandwidth WDM
components (>60 GHz) on a Silicon chip, such as switches [104] and interleavers [105],
our OTDM device can be seamlessly integrated into a WDM system.
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2.2 Operation principle and design
Our optical time division multiplexer (OTDM) operates by splitting an input pulse-train
operating at a slow rate into multiple paths, each with a different delay. These delayed
signals are then recombined into one output at an effectively higher data-rate. The delay
between each path inherently determines the final bit rate. Consequently, any arbitrarily
high bit rate can be achieved by controlling the number of paths the input signal is split
over and the delay difference between each path. A schematic of our OTDM is seen in
Fig. 2.1. It starts with a 1:N splitter that splits the input signal into N channels. Each of
these channels is delayed by a multiple of a path-length difference ΔL, or equivalent to a
time of TNB=1/(NB) where B is the bit-rate of the input signal. The channels are then
recombined into a high bit rate composite channel using an N:1 combiner. For example,
if the data source operates at 5 Gb/s and eight paths are used, the bit-rate of the photonic
link will be 40 Gb/s using our OTDM device. One limitation of our approach is that the
input signal must be pulsed and the duration of the individual pulses must be significantly
less than the final bit-period TNB. However, with the demonstration of stable on-chip
mode locked laser sources, pulse durations of less than a picosecond are possible
enabling >100 Gb/s bit-rates [106], [107].
The final bit-rate is only dictated by the relative time-delay between each path.
This time delay in an SOI platform is determined by the speed of the propagating signal,
which is reduced from the speed of light by the group index of the mode (v=c/ng). In
order to calculate the group index, we used a full vectorial 3-D mode solver to calculate
the change in effective index of a waveguide with dimensions of 600 nm x 250 nm as
seen in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.1 Optical Time-Division Multiplexing scheme. The device takes in short optical pulses
operating at 5Gb/s (left) and multiplexes them to 5N Gbit/s (right) by splitting the original pulses into
N separate channels and then recombining them after they go through bit-rate determined delays
ΔL.

These dimensions were chosen in order to minimize the loss from the etched sidewalls
while achieving high mode confinement and single mode operation at wavelength of
1550nm, as seen in the inset of Fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Effective refractive index/group index of the mode versus wavelength. Inset, displays the
horizontal electric field profile of the propagating mode.
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From the effective index, the group index ng for different wavelengths is calculated
using ng = neff − λ dneff d λ , where neff is the effective refractive index of the mode and λ
is the carrier wavelength, as plotted in Fig. 2.2. At a wavelength of ~1.55 µm the group
index is ng=4.058 which corresponds to a path length difference of ΔL = c *TNB / ng ,
where c is speed of light in free space. Therefore, starting from a 5 Gb/s input pulse-rate,
a 20 Gb/s rate can be realized, for example, by splitting the signal into four paths with a
50 picoseconds delay difference or an equivalent length difference of ΔL~3.694 mm.
While this is a significant length, the actual footprint can be considerably minimized by
looping this length into a spiral. In addition, the length can be further reduced by using
schemes to increase the group index as proposed elsewhere [20], [108]–[110]. Lastly, we
see in Fig. 2.2 that the group index is relatively constant and only varies by Δng=0.0095
over a 100 nm bandwidth. This corresponds to only a 117 fs variation in the bit-period,
which is negligible for all but ultra-high bit rates.
2.3 Fabrication
Based on the simulation results, we fabricated the proposed multiplexer on an SOI
platform as shown in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image in Fig. 2.3. A
negative, high-resolution, electron-beam photoresist XR-1541 was spin-coated to form a
~100 nm-thick masking layer. Next, the structure was patterned using electron-beam
lithography then transferred to the silicon layer using chlorine-based inductively coupled
plasma reactive ion etching. Finally, the devices were clad with ~ 2 um silicon dioxide.
The structure shown in Fig. 2.3 generates 20 Gb/s rates starting from 5 Gb/s signal. We
observe that the footprint of the entire device is less than 1mm2 and was achieved by
spiraling the individual delay elements (ΔL=3.694 mm) into a footprint of only ~150 µm.
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Higher bit rates of 40 Gb/s were achieved by connecting two of the 20 Gb/s devices in
parallel with a 1.846 mm path length difference between them (~25 ps delay). The
propagation loss of these fabricated waveguides was measured to be ~3 dB/cm, which is
low enough to achieve multiplexing of the 5 Gb/s input signals used here. Lastly, to
improve the coupling to/from the chip, nano-tapered couplers were used [111].

Figure 2.3: A top-view scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image for 20 Gb/s OTDM. Magnified
images of the spiral with length ΔL=3.694mm and the 1:4 Y-splitter are shown.

2.4 Experimental results
Fig. 2.4 shows the generation of 20 Gb/s signals using our 5 Gb/s to 20 Gb/s OTDM
device. The device was tested with 200 fs pulses from a Ti:Sapphire pumped Optical
Parametric Oscillator (OPO) at a wavelength of 1550 nm and a repetition rate of 76
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MHz. The output was detected using a high-speed photodetector and oscilloscope (~30
GHz bandwidth). We see from this input that four clear pulses (P1, P2, P3, and P4) are
produced by our OTDM with a ~50 ps separation between each of them, corresponding
to a 20 Gb/s bit-rate. We also see that the pulse amplitudes decrease. We determined that
the decay is exponential and, consequently, attribute it to the inherent propagation loss of
the waveguides. From the path length difference and amplitude decay, we determined the
propagation loss of the waveguides is ~3dB/cm. This loss is comparable to other Si
nanophotonic waveguides and could be reduced using techniques such as etchless
waveguides [112]. Lastly, we note that the oscillations in the waveform are due to the
inherent detector response as verified by measuring pulses directly from the laser source.

Figure 2.4: Time multiplexing of four pulses using a single pulse from a Ti:Sapphire laser. The
separation between each consecutive pulses is 50 ps. The inset shows the detector response for the
input Ti:Sapphire pulse.

In Fig. 2.4 only one sequence of 20 Gb/s pulses is shown due to the low repetition
rate of the input source. In order to demonstrate continuous generation of 20 Gb/s signals,
we constructed a mode-locked fiber-ring laser that operates at ~5 Gb/s and is seen in Fig.
2.5. The laser is realized by driving an electro-optic modulator with a pulsed pattern
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generator operating at 9.63 GHz. A loop of single mode fibers with a 50/50 coupler is
used to provide feedback and out-couple the laser pulses. An erbium doped fiber
amplifier (EDFA) is used as the gain medium. The laser generates pulses of duration ~ 40
ps that repeat every ~200 ps. The output of the laser was then amplified using an EDFA
before going to the chip. A polarization controller is used to launch a TE mode into the
waveguide. Finally, the signal at the output was traced using a photodetector module in a
high-speed oscilloscope. The results are seen in Fig. 2.6 where we observe continuous
generation of 20Gb/s pulses from a 5 Gb/s source.

Figure 2.5: Experimental setup used to test the devices with fiber-ring mode locked laser schematic.
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Figure 2.6: a) The input stream of pulses at 5 Gb/s from a fiber-ring mode locked laser. b) 20 Gb/s
TDM signal at the output of the device.

We also tested a 40 Gb/s OTDM device as seen in Fig. 2.7. Here, the Ti:sapphire
pumped OPO was used to test the 40 Gb/s device performance since the pulse duration
of the mode-locked laser could not be reduced to less than 40 ps. We see in Fig. 2.7 that
the OTDM device produces eight pulses (P1-P8) with a separation of 25 ps between
consecutive pulses. We see that these pulses are not as clear as in the 20 Gb/s case, which
we attribute to the slow response of our photodetector and oscilloscope. The oscilloscope
is limited to a 30 GHz bandwidth, which is significantly less than the 40 Gb/s we tried to
measure here.
2.5 On chip OTDM Signal Generator with Minimal Loss
In our work in [56] we demonstrated that optical-time-division-multiplexing (OTDM)
can be done passively in the optical domain with no additional power requirements.
However, each multiplexed bit at the output is exponentially reduced in power. From the
path length differences, we determined the propagation loss of the waveguides is ~1.5
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dB/cm. This loss is comparable to other Si nanophotonic waveguides and could be
reduced using techniques such as etch less waveguides [112]. However, such waveguides
may be challenging to integrate in a multi-core system. In order to minimize the
exponential decay we investigated new unbalanced OTDM structures. We fabricated and
experimentally tested different design schemes of passive optical-time-divisionmultiplexing (OTDM) structures. The designs implement an unbalanced input and output
power distribution schemes for 20Gbit/s multiplexing with < 500µm×700µm device
footprint. Consequently the output pulses achieve near-equal power levels after passing
the delay elements of OTDM paths making it suitable for high-speed optical
interconnects.

Figure 2.7: The output signal from the 40 Gb/s device using a single pulse input from a Ti:Sapphire
laser. The inset shows the detector response for the input Ti:Sapphire pulse.

2.5.1

Design and fabrication

We fabricated the proposed OTDM devices on an SOI platform using e-beam lithography
with 250 nm x 450 nm silicon waveguide cross section and have a footprint of <
500µm×700µm. By advancing our fabrication process, the sidewall roughness of the
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silicon waveguide is reduced. As result the propagation loss is reduced to < 1.5 dB/cm.
Also to minimize the bending loss, the circular-spirals delay elements in [56] are replaced
with racetrack spiral structure as shown in the SEM image in Fig. 2.8.

Figure 2.8 Top-view of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images for the circular-spirals delay
elements in [56] are replaced with racetrack spiral structure delay element for OTDM.

To investigate the loss from Y-splitter/combiner structure, as shown in Fig. 2.9 when the
two input pulses are coming in phase, the output power is the sum of the two input
power, and there should be ideally no power loss. However, if there is only one pulse
incident from one arm, both even and odd modes will be equally excited at the transition
region. While the odd mode will convert into the higher order mode and radiate, the
output power is only carried by the even mode, which is half of the input power [64].
Therefore, in our application when the two input pulses arrive at the two arms
asynchronously, two pulses appear sequentially at the output, but are halved in power.
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Figure 2.9 a) Coherent combination of the two-branch inputs; b) Transmission of a single branch
input facing 3dB loss; c) Combination of two asynchronously timed pulses with 3dB loss each [64].

After simulating the Y-splitter and Y-combiners and analyzing the experimental results
as shown in Fig. 2.10a-c, we found the waveguide loss is not the driving factor in the loss
in the devices. Instead we determined the loss in the shorter paths is due to the combiners,
which are well known to have a 3dB insertion loss as shown in Fig. 2.10c. Different 20
Gb/s OTDM schemes are designed and fabricated to make the pulses at the output
achieve near-unity power levels. This will be the key to minimizing detection errors in
OTDM receiver systems.

Figure 2.10: 50:50 Y-splitter FDTD simulation. c) FDTD simulation for combiner shows 3dB
insertion loss when light comes from one side.
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2.5.2

Experimental results

To demonstrate how high data rates can be generated using the proposed OTDM, we
experimentally tested different designs of passive OTDM structures. The devices were
tested with 200 fs pulses from a Ti:Sapphire pumped Optical Parametric Oscillator
(OPO) at a wavelength of 1550 nm and a repetition rate of 76MHz. The first design, Fig.
2.11a, is our original balanced input and output OTDM which evenly divides and
combines the pulses using 50/50 Y-splitters as seen in Fig 2.11b [56]. With only four
paths 20 Gbit/s data is seamlessly generated, as seen in Fig. 2.11c. However, each
multiplexed bit is exponentially reduced in power. From the path length differences, we
determined the propagation loss of the waveguides is ~1.5 dB/cm.

Figure 2.11: a) 20 Gb/s OTDM balanced-input and balanced-output power distribution design. b) A
microscope image for fabricated device. c) Output pulses using a single pulse from a Ti:Sapphire
laser; the pulses decaying exponentially corresponding to wave guide loss.
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In order to reduce the exponential decay we now consider an unbalanced OTDM
device as shown in Fig. 2.12a. Here the input power is not equally divided between the
four channels of the 20Gbit/s OTDM. Instead, the longest path of the multiplexer takes
half the input power, the second longest path takes quarter the input power and so on for
the other paths. After passing the delay elements, the four paths are recombined into one
output as shown. The output pulses from this design still have big differences in the
power levels due to the 3dB insertion loss of the combiners at the output as shown in Fig.
2.12c.

Figure 2.12: a) unbalanced-input and unbalanced-output power distribution 20 Gb/s OTDM
scheme. b) A microscope image of the fabricated device. c) Output pulses using a single pulse from a
Ti:Sapphire laser; the pulses decay according to the 3dB insertion loss of the combiners at the
output.
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To achieve near-equal power levels of the output pulses, in the third design, we
propose an unbalanced-input with a balanced-output power distribution scheme. In this
design the combiners in the second scheme discussed above are replaced with the
combiners used in the first balanced scheme, as illustrated in Fig 2.13a. As a result, the
pulses have near-equal heights as opposed to the previous two schemes as can be seen in
Fig 2.13c. However, the unavoidable pulse decay due to the waveguide loss (~1.5dB/cm)
can be seen in the small-height differences between the pulses, which is minimal
compared to the results from the previous schemes.

Figure 2.13: a) a new 20 Gb/s OTDM unbalanced-input and balanced-output power distribution
design. b) A microscope image for fabricated device. c) Output pulses using a single pulse from a
Ti:Sapphire laser; the pulses have near-equal levels.

While here we have only demonstrated rate multiplication, our OTDM device can be
adapted to efficiently generate arbitrary digital signals by integrating electro-optic
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modulators into each of the OTDM paths. Our approach has the distinct advantage that
inherently slow modulators operating at the same bit-rate as the input pulse train (i.e., 5
Gb/s) can be used to achieve very high overall bit-rates at a single wavelength.
2.6 Discussion and conclusion
In this work, we demonstrated for the first time, OTDM on a silicon ship with a very
compact size ~ 1 mm x 1 mm and a propagation loss of ~3dB/cm. Both 20 Gb/s and 40
Gb/s signals were generated from a 5 Gb/s source. While here we have only
demonstrated rate multiplication, our OTDM device can be adapted to efficiently
generate arbitrary digital signals by integrating electro-optic modulators into each of the
N individual paths as seen in Fig. 2.1. Our approach has the distinct advantage that
inherently slow modulators operating at the same bit-rate as the input pulse train (i.e., 5
Gb/s) can be used to achieve very high overall bit-rates at a single wavelength. This is
unlike a previous demonstration of a pulse rate multiplexer based on a silicon ring
resonator where it would be impossible to modulate individual bit-positions without very
high-speed modulators [68]. While the size of our device is large, the total path length
difference at a 5 Gb/s input rate is approximately ~12 mm; with further improvements in
slow light photonic structures and 3-D integration it will be possible to shrink the size of
our OTDM significantly [20], [108], [113]. Lastly, further improvements in measurement
of the pulse train and loss should allow for the generation of ultra-high speed 160 Gb/s
OTDM signals, which will play a key role for high-speed optical networks on chip [103].
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3 CHAPTER THREE
DYNAMIC OPTICAL TIME DIVISION MULTIPLEXING AND
DEMULTIPLEXING
In this chapter we experimentally demonstrate a dynamic 20Gb/s OTDM pulse coding
and stream demultiplexing on silicon-on-isolator platform. The proposed OTDM and
demultiplexing devices can be adapted to efficiently generate arbitrary digital signals by
integrating electro-optic modulators. Our approach has the distinct advantage that
inherently slow modulators operating at the same bit-rate as the input pulse train
(i.e., 5 Gb/s) can be used to achieve very high overall bit-rates at a single wavelength as
shown in Fig. 3.1. These modulators can be either ring resonators or Mach-zehnder based
modulators. This work focuses only on micro-ring modulators because of its advantages
on Mach-zehnder. This is unlike a previous demonstration of a pulse rate multiplexer
based on a silicon ring resonator where it would be impossible to modulate individual bitpositions without very high-speed modulators [68]. The fabrication process of the
proposed systems is included in Appendix I with detailed steps.
3.1 Dynamic 20Gb/s OTDM device
The aim of this project is to experimentally demonstrate 20Gb/s active optical time
division multiplexer (OTDM) on a silicon chip. The fabricated device has a waveguide
propagation loss of ~1.5 dB/cm making it suitable to integrate in multi-core systems. To
encode the output stream of the OTDM device, the four paths of the proposed 20 Gb/s
system are integrated with E/O modulators. We investigated both a broadband and
narrowband modulator, implemented with MZ interferometers and micro-ring E/O
modulators, respectively. In this work, only micro-ring integrated modulators are tested
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and can work at speed of > 12Gb/s for 20um radius rings. As an initial step, the E/O
modulators are tested and characterized individually before testing a complete dynamic
OTDM as demonstrated in the following sections.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of full OTDM multiplexer with the integration of EO modulator in each
channel. Each EO modulator is used to switch the pulses on/off. The modulated pulses are
recombined at an effectively higher bit-rate.

3.1.1

Electro-optical modulators initial experimental results

3.1.1.1 PIN junction testing:
The most efficient mechanism to modulate light in Silicon waveguides is using PIN diode
integration. As mentioned in chapter one, by injecting carriers in the intrinsic region
(waveguide), the effective refractive index of the Silicon waveguide can be tuned to
modulate light at high-speed rates. For fast injection and extraction to the carriers, the
contact resistance of the fabricated PIN modulator device needs to be very low. I-Vmeasurement of the PIN diode formed across the ring of the fabricated devices is
measured as shown in Fig. 3.2a. Also the contact resistance is measured using four-pointprobe and transmission line method. The contact resistance is mainly caused by the
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contact between the metal and the highly doped silicon region. As shown in Fig. 3.2b the
measured contact resistance of the fabricated devices is found to be about 26-Ω, which is
very low as compared to the work published recently by IBM [114].

Figure 3.2: a) I-V measurement of the fabricated PIN diode. b) Four-point probe measurement of
metal-semiconductor contact resistance. The measured contact resistance is ~26- Ω.

3.1.1.2 Through-drop ring resonators characterization:
As mentioned above, before integrating the E/O ring modulators on the proposed OTDM
devices, passive drop-through ring resonators need to be characterized for optimizing
operation. Different ring resonators with different gaps for 5µm and 20µm ring radius are
fabricated and tested. Both the waveguides coupling to the ring and the one forming the
ring have a width of 450nm and a height of 250nm. Fig. 3.3a shows a microscopic image
of one of the fabricated 5µm radius through-drop rings with Silicon slap region left for
the next step modulator integration. Fig.3.3b shows the measured spectrum of the 5µm
radius ring resonators using continues-wave quasi-TE-polarized light from a tunable
laser.
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Figure 3.3: a) Microscopic image of fabricated 5µm through-drop ring resonator. b) Measured
spectrum of the 5µm radius ring resonators using continues-wave quasi-TE-polarized light from a
tunable laser

As shown in Fig.3.3b the insertion loss of the fabricated device is ~ 8dBm. From
the measured data, we found 200nm and 250nm gaps of the fabricated rings are the
optimum for E/O modulator operation because they have the highest extinction ration
(~19dBm for both) with desirable quality factors ~9000 and ~17000 respectively. Small
radius ring resonator produces higher light propagation loss. As a result, we noticed that a
quasi-TM polarized light is not supported in shallow-etched small radius ring resonators.
In addition, 20µm through-drop ring resonators with different gaps are
characterized for optimum modulation operation.

Fig.3.4a and Fig 3.4b show the

measured spectrum of the 20µm radius ring resonators using continues-wave quasi-TEpolarized and quasi-TM-polarized light respectively.
After analyzing the measured data, we found 250nm gap of the fabricated 20µm
rings are the optimum for E/O modulator operation because it has the highest extinction
ration 17dBm and 25dBm for quasi-TE and quasi-TM polarizations and desirable quality
factors ~15600 and ~5500 respectively.
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Figure 3.4: Measured spectrum of the 20µm radius ring resonators for a) quasi-TE-polarized light
for different gaps. b) Quasi-TM-polarized light for different gaps.

3.1.1.3 Demonstration of High-Speed Modulations:
In order to measure the dynamic response of the fabricated E/O modulators shown in Fig.
3.5b, electrical signals generated by a pulse pattern generator and a wideband microwave
oscillator are used to drive a modulator. The output of the modulator is sent to a highspeed photo-detector and the driving electrical signal and the optical transmission
waveforms are recorded on an oscilloscope. Fig. 3.5a shows 5Gb/s waveforms of both the
driving signal using a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) pattern and the optical output. The peakto-peak voltage (Vpp) of the driving signal is 2.5 V, from -0.5 V to +2 V. Fig. 3.5c shows
a very clear and open eye-diagram indicating a high quality modulation.
The same modulator is tested for higher speed of 10Gb/s E/O modulation as
shown Fig. 3.6a and still generates a very clear and open eye-diagram as in Fig.3.6b. The
modulation speed of the fabricated modulators can be enhanced by using per-emphasis
driving electrical signal [52]. Using the pre-emphasis method will increase the carrier’s
injection and extraction speed. We expect using this method the modulation speed can be
enhanced to reach 20Gb/s.
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Figure 3.5: a) Waveforms of NRZ electrical driving signal and the modulated optical signal for 5Gb/s
using 5µm radius ring modulator. b) A microscope image of the fabricated modulators. c) Avery
open and clear eye-diagrams of the optical modulator output at 5Gbit/s.

Figure 3.6: a) The optical transmission for 10Gb/s using 5µm radius ring modulator. b) Avery open
and clear eye-diagrams of the optical modulator output at 10Gbit/s.

To demonstrate high-speed modulation using random data, we connect the metal
pads of the ring modulator to a signal generator of random pattern at speeds of 5Gb/s and
10Gb/s. Fig. 3.7 show a 5Gb/s of the applied electrical signal. This signal is preemphasized using customized external RF circuit to improve the operation of the device.
The pre-emphasized signal will decrease the rising and fall times of the optical
modulation by decreasing the injection and the extraction times of carrier’s dynamics.
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Figure 3.7: Random electrical signal with pre-emphasis used to drive the ring modulator at speed of
5Gb/s.

A continues wave (CW) laser source is used to test the modulator and the output
of the modulator is sent to a high-speed photo-detector. The optical transmission
waveforms are recorded on an oscilloscope. Fig. 3.8a shows 5Gb/s waveform of the
optical signal using a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) random pattern. The peak-to-peak
voltage (Vpp) of the driving signal is 3 V, from -1.5 V to +1.5 V. Fig. 3.8b shows a very
clear and open eye-diagram indicating a high quality modulation.

Figure 3.8: a) The optical transmission for 5Gb/s using 5µm radius ring modulator. b) Avery open
and clear eye-diagrams of the optical modulator output at 5Gbit/s.

The same modulator is tested for higher speed random data of 10Gb/s E/O
modulation as shown Fig. 3.9a and still generates a very clear and open eye-diagram as in
Fig.3.9b.
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Figure 3.9: a) The optical transmission for 10Gb/s using 5µm radius ring modulator. b) Avery open
and clear eye-diagrams of the optical modulator output at 10Gbit/s.

3.1.1.4 Pulse stream coding using a single E/O ring modulator:
A tuned TriTel mode-lock fiber ring laser is used to generate pulses stream at speed of
5Gb/s with pulse width ~1.6ps at wavelength around 1550nm as shown in Fig. 3.10.

Figure 3.10: 5Gb/s pulse stream generated by TriTel mode locked fiber ring laser having pulse width
~1.6ps at 1550nm is used to feed the OTDM devices.

Same random pattern shown in Fig. 3.7 is used to drive 5um ring modulator. The device
is fed with stream pulses shown in Fig. 3.10 and the output of the coded pulse stream is
recorded on an oscilloscope as shown is Fig. 3.11a. Fig. 3.11b shows a very clear and
open eye-diagram indicating a high quality modulation. As a result, this approves that a
single ring modulator can be used to modulate pulses as 5 Gb/s. Similar device can be
implanted on the proposed OTDM system to encode data for high speed stream
generation which will be discussed later in this chapter.
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Figure 3.11: a) 5Gb/s stream of pulses are coded using a random pattern of the electrical data. b)
Avery open and clear eye-diagrams of the optical modulator output at 5Gbit/s.

3.1.2

Single pulse 20Gb/s OTDM coding (ON/OFF):

A fabricated 20 Gb/s OTDM device with E/O modulators implemented on the four paths
is shown the Fig.3.12a. Fig. 3.12b shows the preliminary results of a single pulse coding
for a four-channel 20Gb/s OTDM device. The device is tested with 200fs pulses from a
Ti:Sapphire pumped Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) at a wavelength of 1550 nm
and a repetition rate of 76 MHz. By controlling each modulator on each channel, a single
channel coding can be achieved to obtain the desired pulse sequence as shown.

Figure 3.12: a) A microscope image of a dynamic 20Gb/s OTDM device with E/O modulators
integrated on the four channels of the device. b) Single channel coding (ON/OFF) by controlling each
channel modulator individually.
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3.1.3

20 Gb/s OTDM stream generation:

The main goal is to generate and encode high bit streams using our designed OTDM
devices. To generate high bit stream (i.e. 20Gb/s), A tuned TriTel mode-lock fiber ring
laser is used to generate pulses stream at speed of 5Gb/s with pulse width ~1.6ps at
wavelength around 1550nm as shown in Fig. 3.10.
Fig. 3.13 shows the output stream of the fabricated 20Gb/s OTDM device shown
in Fig. 2.10a when it is operated passively. As mentioned in chapter two, the output
pulses are decaying as expected corresponding to the individual channel loss.

Figure 3.13: 20Gb/s OTDM output stream generated from 5Gb/s input stream. The pulses are
decaying corresponding to the individual channel loss.

3.1.4

OTDM channel coding and challenges:
After generating 20Gb/s OTDM signal and ensuring the designed device is

working passively as expected, each channel of the OTDM system needs to be
modulated/encoded using micro-ring electro-optical modulators that explained in the
previous section. Those modulators are fabricated and integrated using e-beam
lithography fabrication process as in Appendix I.
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In order to measure the dynamic response of the fabricated OTDM and the
integrated E/O modulators shown in Fig. 3.12a, electrical signals generated by a pulse
pattern generator triggered by a wideband microwave oscillator is used to drive a
modulator. The output optical signal of the OTDM device is sent to a high-speed photodetector. The optical transmission waveforms are recorded on an oscilloscope. Fig. 3.14
shows 20Gb/s waveforms of both passive and dynamic switching of the optical
transmission of the tested OTDM device. The blue waveform in Fig. 3.14 represents a
case when all channels are in OFF state. Whereas the red colored waveform shows the
state when the third channel is switched ON by applying RF electrical signal using a nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) pattern on the third channel-integrated modulator. The peak-to-peak
voltage (Vpp) of the driving signal is 2.5 V.

Figure 3.14: 20Gb/s OTDM output data with all channels are OFF state (blue) and the third channel
is in ON state when switched using E/O modulator.

Another case is demonstrated in Fig. 3.15 when all channels are in OFF state
(blue) and when the first and third channels are switched ON using the integrated microring modulators.
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Figure 3.15: 20Gb/s OTDM output data with all channels are OFF state (blue) and the first and third
channel are in ON state when switched using E/O modulator.

For simplicity, the OTDM channels where tested individually when we analyzed
the fabricated devices for data encoding at high bit rates of 20Gb/s. Fig. 3.16 shows the
20Gb/s OTDM optical transmission when the third channel is switched from ON to OFF
state. As seen in Fig. 3.16, the third pulse is not completely turned to OFF state and that
is because of low modulation depth and fabrication challenges of the E/O modulator that
integrated on the OTDM device.

Figure 3.16: 20Gb/s OTDM optical transmission when the third channel is switched from ON to OFF
states.

Fig. 3.17 shows the optical modulated signal for an individually tested E/O 5µm
radius-ring modulator using CW laser source. As shown in Fig. 3.17 the optical signal is
not fully modulated and that is because of the optical loss involved in the ring waveguide.
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As seen in Fig. 3.18 the devices having misalignment error of ~200nm during the
fabrication process. The high dopant regions became very close to the waveguide and
consequently generating high optical loss. This loss lowers the modulation depth of the
fabricated device and limits the modulation speed. As a result, the modulators cannot
completely stop the propagated pulse thru the OTDM channels as see in Fig. 3.20.

Figure 3.17: Low modulation depth of a modulated signal for an individually tested E/O 5µm radiusring modulator using CW laser source

Figure 3.18: a) A microscope image of 20µm radius ring modulator with highly dopant regions are
defined; b) SEM image shows misalignment error of ~200nm.

3.2 Optical time division demultiplexing on Silicon chip:
As discussed previously, after multiplexing data to very high rates, data needs to
be demultiplexed at the receiver side. Optical time division demultiplexing using four59

wave mixing (FWM) technique has been demonstrated on silicon devices [115]–[117].
The key is using silicon waveguide to promote the desired nonlinear effect (FWM) for
switching. However, this technique requires high power laser sources to use them as
pump for FWM nonlinearity generation. Here we propose a novel two-modulator scheme
working in a differential manner, at low speeds as denoted in Fig. 3.19a. A single ring
modulator can’t switch fast enough to pick high data rates. The method works as follows,
two identical rings with the same resonance rings are operated with inverted and delayed
voltages to create and an opening window to pick an arbitrary pulse in the stream. The
initial state of the system is that ring 1 at resonance with the probe (blue shifted due to the
voltage applied) resulting in zero transmission as in Fig. 3.19b. Next the gate opens by
shifting the first ring to red resonance (creating 100% transmission). So pulses pass
through the system only when there is a voltage applied to the rings. Finally, the gate
closes by shifting the second ring to probe wavelength after applying a voltage on the
second ring.
Fig. 3.19c shows an example of one bit cycle demonstration. The system is
simulated using coupled mode theory, which takes into account all the losses coming
from the injected carriers and slowing effects from the group index of the waveguide as
in Appendix II. Fig. 3.20 shows a random data stream coming at 20Gb/s rate fed to the
simulated modulator described before, with each ring operating at 5Gb/s and a delay of
50 picoseconds in their operating creating a window to demultiplex 5 Gb/s stream as
shown.
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Figure 3.19: a) the proposed optical time division demultiplexing device. b) Spectrum shift for both
rings used as pulse picker by switching each ring ON and OFF resonance. c) The optical transmission
of the proposed device vs. the electrical driving signals applied on both ring-modulators. The green
areas show the opening window where the pulse can pass to the output of the device.

Figure 3.20: A random data stream coming at 20Gb/s rate is fed to the simulated design creating a
window to demultiplex 5Gb/s stream as shown.
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Full demultiplexing scheme for four channel OTDM can be archived by
cascading several of this designed demultiplexer, and can efficiently extract individual
bits in high bit rates steam (i.e. 20Gb/s) at low rates as shown in Fig. 3.21.

Figure 3.21: The proposed device for a full 20Gb/s demultiplexing scheme using slow E/O modulators
working in pairs as pulse pickers.

3.2.1

Demultiplexing analysis using CW laser source:

Figure 3.22: A microscope image of time division demultiplexing using two slow E/O modulators
tested using drop ports as an output.
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The proposed optical time division demultiplexing device is fabricated using ebeam lithography process as in Appendix I. Fig. 3.22 shows a microscope image with
micro-ring E/O modulators integrated with the device. In order to analyze the device, a
continues-wave (CW) laser source is used to test the modulators at speed 5Gb/s. The
output of the device can be using both the drop and the through ports. First, the
demultiplexer is tested using drop ports as an output as shown in Fig. 3.22. Fig. 3.23
shows the modulated signal when both ring modulators working 5Gb/s with adjustable
delays for the applied electrical signals. As seen, the opening widow can be small as 80ps
corresponds to 12.5Gb/s data stream demultiplexing speed.

Figure 3.23: Drop ports output modulated signal using CW laser source. The opening windows
corresponding to 12.5Gb/s stream demultiplexing speed.

To prove that the 80ps opening window obtained using drop ports output is not
generated due to the destructive interference from the combiner at the output of the
device, the device is also tested using the through ports as shown in Fig. 3.24.
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Figure 3.24: A microscope image of time division demultiplexing using two slow E/O modulators
tested using through ports as an output.

Fig. 3.25a shows the optical signal when operating only one modulator using CW
laser as an input source. As discussed above, two identical rings with the same resonance
rings can be operated with inverted and delayed voltages to create and an opening
window to pick arbitrary pulses in the stream as shown in Fig. 3.25b.

Figure 3.25: One modulator operation in (a) vs. two modulators operation in (b). The two operated
modulators create an opening window ~80ps to pick arbitrary pulses in the stream.

In order to increase the operation speed of this device, a technique of preemphasized driving signal on the dynamics of the modulator is used [6]. This will avoid
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the issue resulting from rising-time degrading in the driving electrical signal and to insure
creating and an opening window to pick a pulse in the 5Gbit/s stream. The two ring
modulators of this device are driven with two RF signals having time delay of ~200
picoseconds for 5Gbit/s data demultiplexing. Since the electrical signal is traveling in an
electrical wire at about speed of light, the required delay between the driving signals can
be calculated and achieved using a delay controller or by using different lengths of the
electrical wires used in this experiment.
3.2.2

5Gb/s and 10Gb/s input pulse streams demultiplexing:

The mean goal of this project is to demultiplex high bit streams using our proposed and
device to lower bit rates. The fabricated device is tested for demultiplexing streams with
two-speed rates. The system is fed by 5Gb/s bit stream generated using a tuned TriTel
mode-lock fiber ring laser with pulse width ~1.6ps at wavelength around 1550nm as
shown in Fig. 3.26a. The two modulators are driven by a non-return-to-zero (NRZ) preemphasized pattern has peak-to-peak voltage (Vpp) of 2.5 V and having time delay of
400 picoseconds for 2.5Gb/s data demultiplexing. The output is sent to a high-speed
photo-detector, and the optical transmission waveform is recorded on an oscilloscope for
2.5Gb/s bit stream demultiplexing as in Fig. 3.26b.
Same device is tested for higher speed demultiplexing by feeding 10Gb/s pulse
stream to the system as in Fig. 3.27a. A 5Gb/s demultiplexed pluses are also recoded as
shown in Fig. 3.27b.
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Figure 3.26: a) 5Gb/s bit stream generated using a tuned TriTel mode-lock fiber ring laser; b) 5Gb/s
to 2.5Gb/s bit stream demultiplexing using fabricated device.

3.3 Discussion and conclusion
In this project, we demonstrated for the first time, Optical time division demultiplexing
on a silicon ship with a very compact size ~ 100 µm x 100 µm. Our approach has the
distinct advantage that inherently slow modulators operating at the same bit-rate as the
input pulse train (i.e., 5 Gb/s) can be used to achieve high bit-rates demultiplexing at a
single wavelength. The fabricated demultiplexer device is tested for two-speed rates
5Gb/s to 2.5Gb/s and 10Gb/s to 5Gb/s. The recorded results matches the simulated
results where two identical rings with the same resonance rings are operated with
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inverted and delayed voltages to create and an opening window to pick an arbitrary pulse
in the stream.

Figure 3.27: a) 10Gb/s bit stream generated using a tuned TriTel mode-lock fiber ring laser; b)
10Gb/s to 5Gb/s bit stream demultiplexing using fabricated device.
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4 CHAPTER FOUR
HYBRID OTDM AND WDM FOR MULTICORE OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we propose a high-speed hybrid optical-time-division-multiplexing
(OTDM) and wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) system that seamlessly
generates high bit-rate data (>200Gbit/s) from a low speed (5Gbit/s) quantum-dot mode
locked laser pulse train. The high-speed output data can be generated using electrooptical micro-ring modulators that operate as low as (5Gbit/s). By utilizing time and
wavelength domains, the proposed design is promising solution for high-speed, compact
and low-power consumption optical networks on chip.
As multiprocessor/multi-core systems-on-chip (SoCs) become larger, on-chip wires
emerge as the critical bottleneck in meeting reliability, performance and energy
constraints. It is well known that electronic interconnects will not be able to meet the
information capacity needs of the future due to their large power requirements and
inherently low operating bandwidths[95][118]. Photonic interconnects offer a compelling
solution because of the inherently large bandwidths, low losses, low latencies and low
energy consumption of optical waveguides. Especially since all of the building blocks of a
photonic interconnect can be realized on a CMOS compatible platform, consisting of lowloss silicon waveguides (wires for light), electro-optic modulators, and monolithically
integrated detectors [119][120]. Consequently, there are considerable efforts to use these
components to realize multi-core communication systems [94].
In order to leverage the advantages of photonic interconnects in future multicore
processors various multiplexing schemes must be employed to aggregate low speed
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electronic data to the extremely high bandwidths available in an optical waveguide. The
two leading multiplexing schemes are Optical Time Division Multiplexing (OTDM) and
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), and both have been successfully
demonstrated on silicon chips [54]–[56]. In WDM separate data channels are encoded by
a different wavelength of light. While WDM is simple to implement using microring
resonators, it is challenging to scale to very high bandwidths because each wavelength
channel is limited in speed by the on-chip electronic-drivers, which are expected to
operate at no more than 5-10Gb/s. As a result many precisely tuned wavelength channels
will be required, which will require significant power to tune and will be costly. On the
other hand, OTDM can seamlessly increase the bit-rate of a data channel by combining
data into multiple time-slots [65], [66], [68], [121]. This multiplexing can be done
passively in the optical domain with no additional power requirements. However, the demultiplexing of very high bit-rate OTDM data requires complicated clock-recovery
schemes, and optical non-linearity’s to extract the low speed data channels. If the OTDM
data can operate at lower rates it will simplify the de-multiplexing of the data.
Consequently, here we propose to combine the advantages of both OTDM and WDM,
and minimize each of their disadvantages, in order to yield an overall higher performance
optical interconnect. We will show that using just four wavelengths, along with OTDM
multiplexing from 5Gb/s to 50Gb/s in each wavelength channel, it is possible to reach
very high bandwidths of >200Gb/s. Furthermore, this data can be generated from just a
single, low-powered, low-jitter quantum-dot mode locked laser, greatly reducing the
overall system cost and complexity [63].
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4.2 Approach
Here we describe our system for generating hybrid WDM and OTDM signals. The models
used here use real experimental data, further validating the performance of an actual
optical interconnect system. We will first discuss the building blocks: Quantum Dot Mode
Locked Laser and how these are integrated into hybrid OTDM/WDM and a hybrid
OTDM/WDM system for generating high bit rates.
4.2.1

Broadband Mode-locked laser pulse for OTDM/WDM

Conventional WDM systems utilize a separate single-wavelength laser source for each
WDM channel to transmit information. Each wavelength needs to be controlled
individually and precisely to ensure the transmitted signal does not interfere with the other
WDM channels. To avoid wavelength collisions, complicated coherent laser sources and
wavelength stabilization are required. As discussed earlier, by combing WDM and OTDM
it is possible to significantly reduce the number of laser sources by using picosecondpulsed lasers, where the bandwidth of the pulses are carved into multiple wavelength
channels and the short-pulses are inherently used to achieve OTDM [122], [123]. An ideal
laser source for this purpose is our quantum-dot mode locked laser (QD MLL), as
described in detail in [63]. This source is monolithically integrated on a single chip, which
offers high performance and can be simply integrated with Silicon Photonic devices
described here. Here we consider a QD MLL that has 8 layers of dots-in-a-well type
active region and a 7mm long gain section and 1 mm long saturable absorber section,
which yields a pulse repetition rate of 5GHz. The facet adjacent to the saturable absorber
is HR coated to facilitate a quasi-colliding pulse mechanism. The full pulse
characterization (pulse intensity and phase in both the temporal and spectral domains),
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obtained using Frequency Resolved Optical Gating (FROG), is shown in Fig. 4.1 for bias
conditions as follows: 100 mA applied to the gain section and -3.5V applied to the
saturable absorber section of the QD MLL. The resulting spectrum has a FWHM of ~7
nm. The spectrum will be sliced to make four channels as an input source for our
OTDM/WDM proposed device.

a)

b)

Figure 4.1: QD MLL pulse characteristics. a) Pulse intensity and phase in temporal. b) Pulse
intensity and phase in spectral domains. The bias conditions as follows:100mA applied to the gain
section and -3.5V applied to the saturable absorber section of the QD MLL.

4.2.2

Hybrid OTDM and WDM

To use the flexibility of OTDM and the advantages WDM and the high bandwidth that the
QD MLL laser single source can offer, here we propose a hybrid OTDM/WDM device
that can generate > 200Gbit/s transmission as shown in Fig.4.1a. In this work, we simulate
and demonstrate a 200Gbit/s transmission (50Gbit/s×4-channels) OTDM/WDM can be
generated starting from 5Gbit/s input stream as in Fig. 4.2b. The individual pulses of the
input data stream are obtained from the experimental QD-MLL data seen in Fig. 4.1. As
seen in Fig.4.2a, the proposed device consists of three stages. The first stage is the fourchannel wavelength selection using microring resonators. The rings have a radius of 3µm
and essentially work as filters to extract four different wavelength channels from the QDMLL pulse spectrum. The four rings transmission response is simulated as shown as in
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Fig. 4.3. Fig. 4.3a shows the through ports responses and Fig. 4.3b shows the four filtered
channels made from the QD MLL laser, with channel wavelengths of λ1=1230nm,
λ2=1231nm, λ3=1232nm, λ4=1233nm. The drop port output of these rings is collected and
transmitted to next stage, which is OTDM stage. It is noted that even though the
bandwidth is carved into four narrow wavelength channels, the resulting pulses are still
inherently short and suitable for OTDM.
After the pulses are combined from the wavelength selection section, the pulses
are split into ten OTDM paths. Each path has a delay of 20 picoseconds corresponding to
50 Gbit/s OTDM output stream. This delay can be realized with a path-length difference
of 1.478mm. Four slow electro-optical micro-ring resonators are used on each path to
modulate the data for each wavelength channel. These modulators use PIN carrier
injection to modulate free-carriers across the waveguide of a 2µm radius ring resonator.
Using small radius ring modulators, the size of the device and the power consumption can
be reduced while increasing the modulation speed [124].
The electro-optic modulators used here to encode the transmission on each path are
analyzed for each wavelength channel using time-domain coupling mode theory [47] and
a simplified model of the PIN diode carrier dynamics [51]. To show the switching and the
transmission of the modulator, a 5Gbit/s electrical signal is applied when a continueswave (CW) laser source is used as an input of the modulator as shown in Fig. 4.4a. Fig.
4.4b shows the refractive index change due to the carrier’s injection. A pre-emphasis
electrical signal is used to overcome the limitations imposed by lifetime dependent carrier
dynamics in PIN modulators. The pre-emphasis driving method also reduces the energy
required per bit. Energy per bit is estimated to be ~ 400fJ and rising and falling time are
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18ps and 5ps respectively. Here, the refractive index change is ~ 0.002 which is enough to
switch the modulator on/off resonance as seen in Fig 4.4c.

Figure 4.2: a) The proposed hybrid OTDM/WDM that generates 200Gbit/s signals. b) Shows an
arbitrary stream of 200Gbit/s (50Gbit/s × 4-wavelength channels) from 5Gbit/s input stream).
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Figure 4.3: a) The through ports response of the channel selection section. b) The original QD MLL
laser pulse and four filtered channels made from the QD MLL laser for four channels with
wavelengths λ1=1230nm, λ2=1231nm, λ1=1232nm, λ1=1233nm.

All paths of the ten OTDM section have four of these modulators to encode the
data for the four different wavelength channels. The last section of the hybrid
OTDM/WDM is the combining of the individual OTDM paths together to realize an
aggregate 200Gb/s bandwidth. As detailed before, this is achieved using a single QDMLL laser that is carved into four wavelength channels, each operating at 50Gbit/s using
the OTDM multiplexing. Fig. 6.5 shows an example of one of these wavelength channels
encoded with random electrical data. It is seen that the individual data values are clearly
defined at the high channel rate of 50Gbit/s, even though inherently slow 5Gbit/s
modulators were used and the data was carved from single pulses from the QD-MLL. In
addition, we verified there is negligible cross-talk between the various wavelength
channels.
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Figure 4.4: a) Modulator transmission for 5GHz electrical signal applied when continues (CW) wave
laser simulated as an input source. b) Refractive index change vs. applied voltage. c) The modulators
drop-port transmissions are switched on/off when voltage applied to encode the transmission at the
modulators drop ports for all wavelength channels.

4.3 40Gb/s Two-channel Hybrid OTDM/WDM fabrication:
As discussed earlier in last section, a hybrid OTDM/WDM full system is fabricated.
Because of our lab limitation to test such systems, we only designed device that can work
at speed of 40Gb/s (20Gb/s x 2 channel), as shown in Fig. 4.6. This system will be tested
and presented in the future.
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Figure 4.5: A 50Gbit/s wavelength channel encoded from 5Gbit/s mode locked laser. This is repeated
for all the channels to give a 200Gbit/s hybrid OTDM/WDM.

Figure 4.6: a) the two-channel hybrid OTDM/WDM fabricated system that can generate data stream
of 40Gb/s
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The first stage is the two-channel wavelength selection using microring
resonators. The rings have a radius of 5µm and essentially work as filters to extract two
different wavelength channels from the input pulse spectrum. The two rings’ transmission
response is simulated as shown as in Fig. 5.9. Fig. 5.9a shows the through ports responses
of the two filtered channels made from Gaussian input pulse. The drop port output of
these rings is collected and transmitted to next stage, which is OTDM stage.

Fig. 5.9. a) The through ports response of the channel selection section. c) The modulators drop-port
transmissions are switched on/off when voltage applied to encode the transmission at the modulators
drop ports for the two wavelength channels.

After the pulses are combined from the wavelength selection section, the pulses
are split into four OTDM paths. Each path has a delay of 50 picoseconds corresponding to
20 Gbit/s OTDM output stream. This delay can be realized with a path-length difference
of 3.694 mm. Two slow electro-optical micro-ring resonators are used on each path to
modulate the data for each wavelength channel. These modulators use PIN carrier
injection to modulate free-carriers across the waveguide of a 5µm radius ring resonator.
The electro-optic modulators used here to encode the transmission on each path are
analyzed for each wavelength channel using time-domain coupling mode theory [47] and
a simplified model of the PIN diode carrier dynamics [51]. Here, The four OTDM paths
have two of these modulators that can switch the transmission on/off by shifting the
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resonace wavelength as seen in Fig 5.9b. The last section of the hybrid OTDM/WDM is
the combining of the individual OTDM paths together to realize an aggregate 40Gb/s
bandwidth.
4.4 Conclusion
A hybrid OTDM/WDM device is designed to achieve 200Gbit/s from a single mode
locked laser source operating at 5Gbit/s. Using this device, high bit rates can be obtianed
from slow electro-optic ring modulators. Since there are only four wavelength channels
the overall system complexity is minimized since fewer operating wavelengths need to be
tracked. This device is expected to be compact and operate with low-power suitable for
networks-on-chip. We are also investigating novel electro-optic demultiplexing schemes
that will greatly reduce system complexity and power requirements.
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5 CHAPTER FIVE
ROBUST PHASE-SHIFT-KEYING SILICON PHOTONIC MODULATOR
5.1 Introduction
Efficient optical interconnects are one of the most promising application of Silicon
photonics [94], [95]. The fundamental element of any optical interconnect is the electrooptic modulator, and there have been many successful demonstrations of amplitude based
silicon modulators [94], [95]. However, phase encoded modulation has been required for
the advancement of all communication technologies. For example, while amplitude
modulation was used in optical fiber communications for decades, by the beginning of the
last decade there was a rapid transition to phase based encodings due to the exponentially
increasing bandwidth requirements of the internet [93]. Silicon photonics is experiencing
a similar demand for bandwidth and will also need to move towards using phase
encodings [94], [95]. There are several reasons that phase modulation is preferred over
amplitude modulation: (1) Maximization of signal/noise; (2) Minimization of nonlinear
effects; (3) Maximization of channel efficiency (which translates to increased system
bandwidth).
As a result phase encoded signals on silicon chip have received increasing
attention. There have been several recent studies of the transmission, switching and
receiving of phase encoded signals [96]–[98].

In addition, there have been initial

developments in silicon modulators for phase encoding. The first compact microring
based phase modulator was proposed in [99], and using this design high speed binary
phase-shift keyed (BPSK) and quadrature phase-shift-keyed (QPSK) modulators were
demonstrated in [100]–[102]. However, in all cases the devices required precise voltage
inputs, and had high insertion loss.
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Here we propose a completely new approach for realizing a compact binary phase
modulator. Our design is based on a single ring resonator, with a key output configuration
that enables low insertion loss, and robust high speed phase modulation. Using this design
it will be possible to realize all of the advantages of phase encoding, particularly the ~3dB
enhancement in SNR over OOK [93]. In addition, our design can be extended to the
realization of advanced phase encoding formats, such as QPSK and quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM).
5.2 Binary phase encoding using ring resonators
In order to understand how a ring resonator can be used to modulate phase, consider the
spectral response of a ring resonator with a through and drop port:
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where R is the radius of the ring, c1,2 = 1− κ1,2 , s1,2 = κ1,2 , κ1,2 represents the power
coupling ratio at the through and drop ports respectively, α is the waveguide amplitude
attenuation coefficient of a curved waveguide of radius R, and β = 2π ng λ is the
waveguide propagation constant where ng is the waveguide group refractive index. First
we consider the case of a singly coupled ring response which is obtained by setting κ 2 = 0
(see Fig. 5.1 (a-c)). This configuration is identical to those found in [96–99] and realizes
the requisite 0 and π phases for BPSK by operating at two equal amplitude points of an
over-coupled resonance. However, this scheme inherently requires precise control of the
modulation signal as experimentally observed in [99]–[102].
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In contrast, consider a ring resonator with equal through and drop ports ( κ 2 = κ1 ).
As shown in Fig. 5.1 (d-f), when the resonator is off-resonance, the optical power passes
to the through port and experiences no phase shift, and when the ring is on resonance, the
optical power passes to the drop port and experiences a π phase shift. Therefore, by
combining the through and drop port outputs it is possible to realize an optical signal with
the required 0 and π phases for BPSK.

Figure 5.1: a) Singly coupled ring configuration. b) Spectral amplitude response and c) spectral
phase response of the singly coupled ring. A π phase-shift can be induced by operating at two
opposite points, with equal amplitude, on the resonance curve. d) Dually coupled ring configuration.
e) Spectral amplitude response and f) spectral phase response of the dually coupled ring.

To achieve PSK operation the phase shifted signal should be on one output not
two, therefore the through and drop ports must be combined. Rather than combining the
through and drop ports with a y-splitter or directional coupler (which will induce 3dB of
loss) we propose to connect the through port output to the drop port input, which we will
refer to as a feed-through waveguide (see Fig 5.2 (a), path l2). This will ensure that the
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device has a minimal insertion loss. A rigorous derivation of the spectral response of this
device can be found in [125], and yields:
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where l1 l2 and l3 represent the lengths of waveguide from coupler to coupler as shown in
Fig. 4.19 (a). In [125] it was also shown that optical loss will be minimized first by
setting k1 equal to k2, and second by adjusting the lengths l1 l2 and l3 such that:
⎛ 2π ng ⎞
β ( l1 + l3 ) = ⎜
⎟ ( l1 + l3 ) = M π
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(5.4)
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β (l2 + l3 ) = ⎜

where M and N are even numbers. For the case where l2 = l1 + l3 , each resonance will be
optimally coupled.

This is shown in Fig. 5.2 (b-d) with l1 = π ⋅ 5µ m , l3 = π ⋅ 5µ m ,

l2 = 2π ⋅ 5µ m , and ng = 4.1 .

The amplitude response is nearly constant with respect to

wavelength, with a very small dip, <5% for 3dB/cm loss in a 5µm radius ring as shown in
Fig. 5.2 (c). Consequently, the device allows low loss phase modulation operating at two
points: on-resonance (π) and off-resonance (0).

Figure 5.2: a) Ring resonator PSK modulator. b) The ring’s wideband spectral amplitude response
shows only one phase matched resonance c) spectral amplitude and d) phase response of the phase
matched resonance.
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These operating points ensure significantly more robust PSK modulation because
the (0), off-resonance condition, can be realized over a wide range of wavelengths,
significantly reducing requirements on the electronic control of the device. However, it
should be noted that these operating points could in theory be achieved with a single
coupled ring resonator.

However a close inspection of Eq. (5.3) reveals a subtle

advantage of the dual-coupled design. Assuming κ 2 = κ1 << 0.5 then small index changing
effects in waveguide sections l1 and l3 will lead to large changes in the resonant
wavelength of the device, whereas small index changing effects in waveguide section l2
will lead to small changes in the resonant wavelength of the device. Effectively this can
be thought of as granting a course tuning and fine tuning mechanism for the resonant
condition of the device, respectively. Since the exact resonant condition greatly affects
the on resonance phase (π), the symbol distance and ultimately the SNR, a highsensitivity tuning mechanism will ensure practical deployment of this device.
As an additional verification of the results, finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD)
simulations were performed. As shown in Fig 5.3 (a-b), when the ring is on resonance
the majority of the power passes into the ring (drop port); whereas when the ring is off
resonance the majority of the power passes through the feed-through waveguide.
5.3 Modulation via free-carrier injection/extraction:
In principle, the proposed device could be made to function with any index changing
effect. Here we will focus on the predominant modulation effect available in Silicon - the
free-carrier plasma dispersion effect [126]. It is well known that free-carrier modulation
can be performed in a variety of ways, including injection/extraction with a p-i-n diode,
depletion region modulation with a reverse biased diode, and others.
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Figure 5.3: a) FDTD simulation of a narrowband off-resonance input. b) FDTD simulation of a
narrowband on-resonance input; note the normalized optical amplitude in the ring is actually much
greater than 2.

As will be shown, injection/extraction with a p-i-n diode complements the optical
design of the device.

Specifically under forward-bias conditions there will be a

significant carrier concentration, more than sufficient to shift the resonator to the (0)
phase point. And in extraction, very few carriers will be present, ensuring that the (π)
phase condition is met, provided thermal effects can be corrected for [127], [128]. In
contrast depletion region modulation with a reversed biased diode could be used, but is
challenging since the effect is relatively weak, in comparison to injection. While it is
potentially faster than injection based devices, it requires careful design of the waveguide
and diode which is beyond the scope of this work.
Charge injection by a p-i-n diode into a Silicon waveguide was modeled using the
charge dynamics model found in [129]. Fig. 5.4 (a) shows the average carrier density as
a function of forward bias when the carrier response has evolved for 1ns, 200ps, and
100ps after the voltage has been applied (a step function is used). In order to obtain the
optical response of the device first we calculate the change in the phase of the device for
various index changes, as seen in Fig. 5.4 (c). This was obtained using Eq. (5.3), with the
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substitutions: ng = ngi + dng , and α = αi + dα , where ngi = 4.1 and αi = 0.69 are the group
index and amplitude attenuation coefficients of the waveguide without carriers, and dα
and dng are the change in absorption and index as a function of carrier concentration (Fig.
5.4 (b)) [12]. Additionally l1 = π ⋅ 5µm , l3 = π ⋅ 5µ m , l2 = 2π ⋅ 5µ m and κ 2 = κ1 = 0.02 . The
model assumes that the device is on resonance when no carriers are present in the ring.

Figure 5.4: a) Forward biased p-i-n junction carrier density as a function of voltage for a 1ns, 200ps
and 100ps rise time. b) Refractive index change as a function of carrier density [11]. c) The output
phase of the proposed device as a function of waveguide index change. d) The output phase of the
proposed device as a function of voltage.

By combining Figs. 5.4 (a-c), we obtain the proposed device output phase as a
function of input voltage. As shown in Fig. 5.4 (d), this phase has a sharp response near
threshold, and remains relatively constant otherwise. Therefore the device is robust
against voltage variation for both the 0 and π phase condition. However as the switching
speed increases the response widens, as expected, since the carrier response does not
reach a steady state. This can be optimized in any given design by making tradeoffs in the
quality factor of the ring and power requirements.
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5.4 Performance
In order to further quantify the robustness of the device we have simulated the effect of
drastically varying input voltage on the response. Because Eq. (5.3) assumes steady-state
operation, this simulation uses the following temporal equation model of the device:
y1 (t ) = c1 x1 (t ) + s1r3 (t )

(5.6)

y2 (t ) = c2 x2 (t ) + s2 r1 (t )

(5.7)
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where r1,3 are the electric-field in the ring in the corresponding sections l1 and l3,
T1,2,3 = l1,2,3 ng c , c is the speed of light, and dα and dn are determined using the previously

described p-i-n diode models, with a 10Gbps modulating input. Fig. 5.5 (a) shows the
input voltages, ranging from 50% to 200% variation of optimal performance for the
device, for both square wave and sine wave inputs in order to characterize variations in
rise/fall time. The corresponding carrier concentration change is shown in Fig. 5.5 (b) and
its effect on output optical phase is shown in Fig. 5.5 (c). Despite large variation in input
voltage and carrier concentration the output optical signal remains relatively constant
(phase varies by <π/9, which as explained next will only degrade SNR by only 0.5dB).
This is for three reasons: (1) the 0 phase symbol can be achieved over a wide range of
operating points due to the flat transfer function seen in Fig. 5.4 (d). (2) The π phase
symbol is realized when the diode is effectively off, making it insensitive to voltage
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variations. While the π phase symbol will still be sensitive to thermal fluctuations, this is
an issue of all microring based modulators and a variety of techniques have been
employed to minimize this [127], [128]. (3) The feed-through waveguide enables high
sensitivity tuning of the relative phase between the two symbols, ensuring maximum
symbol distance.

Figure 5.5: a) Modulating voltage input (50-200% of optimal) with square wave and sine wave
(~100ps rise) signals. b) Average carrier concentration in the waveguide. c) Optical output
amplitude and d) optical output phase of the proposed device. e) Signal amplitude resulting from
differential detection. Levels yield a 2.5db ± 0.2db output.

To evaluate the performance of this device in a PSK interconnect system we have
modeled a standard differential detection scheme (e.g. where a one-bit time delayed
interferometer is used to interfere adjacent symbols) [3]. The results are seen in Fig. 5.5
(d), where the 10Gbit/s optical output (Fig. 5.5 (c)) is differentially detected. It is seen
that the differentially detected signal amplitude spans ±0.9±0.05, which in part is
achieved by tuning the phase in the feed-through waveguide to π /9 to counteract the
minor phase offset in high speed operation. Therefore, the proposed device directly gains
a 2.5 dB enhancement in SNR over OOK, which is comparable to measured results in
commercial grade PSK based telecommunication systems [93].
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The amplitude variations in the output signal are also of importance in evaluating
the performance of the modulator, and are shown in Fig. 5.6 (a). It is seen that there are
peaks and dips, which inherently are caused by the build-up and release of energy in the
ring resonator. Firstly, these amplitude fluctuations correspond to the bit transitions and
minimally impact the differentially detected signal in Fig. 5.5 (d).

They can also

potentially be used for clock-recovery, as is the case in Mach-Zehnder based PSK
modulators [93]. Secondly, the amplitude variations correspond to points where the
phase makes transitions as seen in Fig. 5.6 (b), which leads to chirp in the optical signal.
This can also be represented by the complex plane diagram (Fig. 5.6 (c)), which
demonstrates that the chirp of the π -to-0 transition is considerably larger than the 0-to- π
transition. However, while chirp is of a concern in telecommunication systems with long
lengths fiber, it is much less significant for chip-scale optical interconnect applications.
Specifically by taking the temporal derivative of the phase output the maximum chirp of
the modulator when operating at 10 Gbit/s was determined to be ~40GHz. The largest
dispersion in Silicon waveguides is considerably less than 10000ps/nmkm [130], and
with propagation lengths on the order of only centimeters this would only yield a signal
shift <100fs, which is negligible at 10 Gbit/s. Lastly, the amplitude variations could
induce non-linear effects. However, we expect these will be minimal since similar
amplitude spikes in microring based OOK modulators have been shown to have a minor
impact [126]–[131]. Regardless we expect the nonlinearities will be even less than with
OOK since the amplitude is considerably more constant in PSK.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Optical output amplitude of the PSK modulator. (b) Phase output with the two
transitions highlighted (0 to pi; pi to 0) (c) Complex plane transition diagram.

5.5 Device fabrication and testing:
In last section we have presented a novel micro-ring phase-shift-keyed modulator. It
realizes low insertion loss while being insensitive to modulation variations.

The

proposed device is fabricated as shown in the microscope image with 20µm radius ring
modulator as in Fig. 5.7. To detect the modulated BPSK signal, a MZI with 200ps delay
on one of its arm is integrated for differentially detect the modulated date and prove the
concept of operation at speed of 5Gb/s. For precise control of the delayed signal, a tuned
heater is also integrated on the other arm of the MZI. The spectrum of the transmitted
signal is measured using tuned CW laser source and detected using a photo detector both
controlled by LabVIEW interface. The low insertion loss is seen from the recorded
experimental results as in Fig. 5.8. The observed spectrum has an extinction ratio of the
resonances varies across the spectrum, as theoretically expected due to the path-length
different of the feed-through waveguide. When the phase through this waveguide is an
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integer multiple of 2π, an extinction ratio of <1dB is realized for optimal PSK
modulation.

Figure 5.7: A microscope image of 20µm radius fabricated BPSK encoder with 5Gb/s MZI
differential detector and tuning heater

Figure 5.8: The measure spectrum of the output signal of the fabricated BPSK device for both quasiTM and quasi-TE light modes. The observed spectrum has an extinction ratio of the resonances
varies across the spectrum, as theoretically expected

To prove that the device is robust against voltage variations for both the 0 and π
phase condition, a pattern of the 27-1 pseudorandom bit sequence NRZ signal in Fig. 5.9
with varied its peak-to-peak voltage from 0.7V to 2V with operation speed of 5Gb/s is
applied on the modulator to encode the data. As a result, the optical output of the
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modulated signal is independent of voltage variations as observed in Fig. 5.10 with clear
opening of eye diagram for both 0.7v and 2V voltage variations.

Figure 5.9: A pattern of the 27-1 pseudorandom bit sequence NRZ signal varied its peak-to-peak
voltage from 0.7V to 2V at speed of 5Gb/s is applied on the modulator

Figure 5.10: The output optical signals differentially detected with varying the Vpp of the applied
signal from 0.7V to 2V. Clear and open eye diagram still observed the device robust against voltage
variations.
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In the fabricated BPSK device, discussed above, the data detected differentially using
MZI that has Y-combiner for combining the two signals after being delayed. Using this
technique for combining the MZI channels, will lead to 3dB loss of its optical power. To
avoid that, we proposed a new DBPSK design based on directional couplers waveguides
to direct the 0 and π phase shifted signals in different directions and then subtracted
externally as shown in Fig. 5.11.

Figure 5.11: A complete PSK modulator system with differential detector based on directional
coupler for 3dB enhancement over OOK systems.

By using this design, it will be possible to realize all of the advantages of phase
encoding, particularly the ~3dB enhancement in SNR over OOK. The analysis of this
design is not included in this report and it might be studied in future.
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5.6 Conclusions
Here we have presented a novel micro-ring phase-shift-keyed modulator. It realizes low
insertion loss while being relatively insensitive to modulation variations. This will allow
for high-speed performance over a wide range of operating conditions. The device is
fabricated and we found out the experimental results match the theoretical and simulated
results as expected. Additionally even though the proposed device produces a BPSK
signal, it can be easily be extended to more complicated QPSK and QAM designs[100].
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6 CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusion
In this work we have experimentally demonstrated and developed novel nanophotonics
devices that will enable high-speed operation in optical communication systems on
silicon chip. Photonic interconnects offer a compelling solution because of their
inherently large bandwidths, low losses, low latencies and low energy consumption. This
will make compactly implemented using the highly developed CMOS fabrication
technology for integrated circuits. This work is focused on multiple projects that are
designed, fabricated and tested including a broadband optical time division multiplexer
(OTDM) on a silicon chip, optical time division demultiplexing, a high-speed hybrid
optical-time-division-multiplexing

(OTDM)

and

wavelength-division-multiplexing

(WDM) system, and a robust, low insertion loss, compact Silicon ring resonator electrooptic modulator for BPSK coding/decoding that encodes data in the phase of light. All of
these projects are fabricated at Cornell NanoScale Science & Technology Facility (CNF)
and tested/analyzed in our Lobozzo photonics and optical characterization lab. The
fabrication process is well documented and included with this document.
6.2 Major Contributions
The main goal of this work was to develop novel devices that will enable high-speed
operation in optical communication systems on silicon chip. These will compete with the
already dominant electronic systems in terms of speed, bandwidth, power consumption,
and potentially cost. The following is a summary of the main projects presented in this
work:
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1. Modeled silicon waveguides using a full vectorial 3-D mode solver to design
passive OTDM schemes to achieve a very small size and reduce the optical
propagation loss on SOI platform. The proposed scheme achieves waveguide
propagation loss of ~1.5dB/cm less than achieved in previously reported
work.
2. Proposed and demonstrated a simple scheme for time-multiplexing optical
data to high data rates from several slowly modulated paths at 5Gb/s.
Consequently, there are considerable efforts to use these components to realize
multi-core communication systems.
3. Fabricated and experimentally demonstrated a novel broadband passive
optical time division multiplexer (OTDM) on a silicon chip for different
design schemes with different multiplexing speeds (20Gb/s and 40Gb/s). The
designs implement an unbalanced input and output power distribution
schemes for 20Gbit/s multiplexing with < 500µm×700µm device footprint.
Consequently the output stream achieves near-equal power levels after
passing the delay elements of OTDM paths with waveguides propagation loss
~1.5 dB/cm making it suitable to integrate in a multi-core systems.
4. Integrated electro-optical E/O modulators with the proposed OTDM devices
to encode the output data for high speed optical interconnects applications.
The fabricated devices include MZ interferometer and micro-ring E/O
modulators. The tested devices can work at speed of > 12Gb/s for micro-ring
modulators.
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5. Proposed and fabricated using a novel design to use slow modulators to
demultiplex the high bit rates of OTDM data using two differentially operated
ring resonators.
6. Proposed and modeled a high-speed hybrid optical-time-division-multiplexing
(OTDM)

and

wavelength-division-multiplexing

(WDM)

system

that

seamlessly generates high bit-rate data (>200Gbit/s) from a low speed
(5Gbit/s) quantum-dot mode locked laser pulse train. By utilizing time and
wavelength domains, the proposed design is a promising solution for highspeed, compact and low-power consumption optical networks on chip.
7. Experimentally demonstrated a completely new approach for realizing a
compact binary phase modulator. The proposed design is based on a single
ring resonator, with a key output configuration that enables low insertion loss,
and robust high-speed phase modulation. Using this design it will be possible
to realize all of the advantages of phase encoding, particularly the ~3dB
enhancement in SNR over OOK.
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6.4 Future Directions
In this work, we demonstrated the feasibility of using optical time division multiplexing
and demultiplexing to realize high data rates on Silicon chip. This will enable both onchip and chip-to-chip optical interconnects in future computing and communication
systems. Leveraging the integration simplicity of our proposed hybrid OTDM and WDM
device, this will combine the advantages of both systems, minimize each of their
disadvantages and yield an overall higher performance optical interconnect. In addition,
using our compact binary phase shift modulator, it will be possible to realize low loss and
robust high-speed modulation to meet the increasing demand for the bandwidth. The
proposed systems can be integrated in a wide range of applications including multi-core
computing, medical diagnostics, spectroscopy, radar systems, biosensing, LIDAR and
much more.
While we have certainly demonstrated the feasibility of using our proposed
devices, there is still much work that could be done in terms of realizing high data rates,
demonstrating the noise immunity of the multiplexing systems, analyzing the electrical
power consumption and optical loss, controlling system heating and managing the
thermal power, optimizing the fabrication process, packaging the system with on-chip
and off-chip components, and demonstrating hybrid OTDM and WDM experimentally.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX I
Fabrication process using E-beam and contact lithography
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!Bake!@170o!C!for!15!min!on!hot!plate!
!EObeam:!Base!DOSE!2500μC/cm2!using!JEOL!6300!(don’t!use!PECOtool!for!CAD!conversion!!)!
!Develop:!MIBK:IPA!1:3!for!80!secs!
!!!Rinse!thoroughly!with!IPA!(20!seconds)!
!!Dry!with!Nitrogen!gum!
Descum!using!YES!asher!tool!to!clean!the!bo]om!surface!from!the!photoresist!residue!!

PMMA!A!495!11%!~!4um!
Silicon!!
SiO2!

Silicon!!
SiO2!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Spin%–%Bake%–%E,beam%–%Develop%%
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1''

RIE deep etch for marks (~ 1.5 um deep)
Silicon'Etch''Oxford!80!(2)!!:'
-!Oxygen!Clean!for!10!minutes!!
-!Silicon!etch!using!CF4'recipe'for!5!min!(90nm/min)!for!selecAvity!see!log!sheet!!

-!Clean!the!tool!with!Oxygen!for!5!minutes!without!the!piece!in!

SiO2'etching:!
!!!!-!Using!Oxford'80'(2),!CHF3/O2'Recipe'oxide!etching!(~40!nm/min!Etch!for!15!!minutes!(--!
micron)!
!!!!-!Oxygen!Clean!for!5!minutes!!
!!!!-!More!!oxide!etch!,'Recipe'CHF3/O2'oxide!etching!for!15min!!!
!!!!-!Oxygen!Clean!for!5!minutes!!
!!!!-!Oxygen!Clean!for!30!sec!with!piece!inside!!
!!!!-!More!!oxide!etch!,'Recipe'CHF3/O2'oxide!etching!for!15min!!(Over!all!the!mark!~!1.8um!deep)!!
Stripping'and'ashing'the'PMMA'
-!Put!the!chip!in!Acetone!for!5!minutes!,!rinse!with!IPA,!and!dry!with!nitrogen!gun!!
'''
-!Use!YES!asher!to!ash!the!PMMA!using!recipe!#!9!(!O2!plasma!@!200o!C!!for!120!secs,!1000W,!70Sccm!
O2)!
Step'result''

SiO2!

SiO2!
Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Descum'('Etch'–'Ashing'–'Labeling'''
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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Waveguides e-beam writing :
!Spin!cleaning!with!Acetone!and!IPA!and!dry!with!Nitrogen!gun.!!
!Dehydrate!on!hot!plate!at!170!C!for!2!minutes!!
!Spin!HSQD1541D6%!at!2000rpm,!1000rpm/s!for!60sec!(~126!nm)!
Bake!on!hot!plate!at!225C!for!2!minutes!!
!EDbeam:!Do!the!alignment!and!expose!with!base!dose!500μC/cm2!using!JEOL!6300!(use!PEC!for!
CAD!conversion!)!2Dpass!with!2nA.!
!Developed!with!MIFD726!for!2!minutes,!then!rinse!with!water!gun,!and!dry!with!N!gun.!!

170nm Silicon RIE etch (Leaving ~50nm slap):

Do!etch!characteriza_on!on!dummy!SOI!piece!have!same!size!as!the!real!chip!and!measure!
Silicon!thickness!using!Filmetrics!tool!.!
Use!PTD770!to!etch!down!~170nm!(for!220!SOI)!silicon!using!(CLDMETZ)!recipe!for!~40!sec!!!

HSQD1542D6%!

Step%result%%

Si!
SiO2!

SiO2!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

SiO2!
Silicon!!

Spin%&%expose%&%develop%&%dry%etch%%
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Modulator regions e-beam writing :
!Spin!cleaning!with!Acetone!and!IPA!and!dry!with!Nitrogen!gun.!!
!Dehydrate!on!hot!plate!at!170!C!for!2!minutes!!
!Spin!HSQC1541C6%!at!2000rpm,!1000rpm/s!for!60sec!(~126!nm)!
Bake!on!hot!plate!at!225C!for!2!minutes!!
!ECbeam:!Do!the!alignment!and!expose!with!base!dose!1200μC/cm2!using!JEOL!9300!(don’t!use!
PECCtool!for!CAD!conversion!).!
!Developed!with!MIFC726!for!2!minutes,!then!rinse!with!water!gun,!and!dry!carefully!with!N!gun.!!

50 nm Silicon RIE etch (Leaving Modulators regions):
Use!PTC770!to!etch!down!~55nm!silicon!using!(CLCMETZ)!recipe!for!~11!sec!!!
HSQC1542C6%!

SiO2!

SiO2!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Step%result%%

SiO2!
Silicon!!

Spin%&%expose%&%develop%–%dry%etch%%
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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HSQ wet-etch :

Use$BOE$30:1$to$wet$etch$HSQ$for$70$sec$(Etch$rate$is$~$360A/min)$
Rinse$very$well$with$water$and$dray$gently$with$Nitrogen$gun$$
Depositing ~400nm LTO for cladding (as protection for the all chip):
Breakdown!two!new!silicon!wafer!into!8!pieces!have!size!of!the!actual!chip!to!use!them!
as!dummy!pieces.!!!
Do!MOS!clean!to!all!pieces!but!not!for!the!actual!chip.!Use!pieces!carrier!to!do!cleaning!!
Mountain!the!chip!on!the!ﬂat!boat!surrounded!by!the!cleaned!dummy!pieces!as!you!see!in!the!
image!bellow!!!
Do!LTO!B3!characterizaEon!ﬁrst!with!the!4!pieces!and!make!sure!you!have!~400nm!oxide!using!!
Front!100mm!LTO!recipe!for!30minuts!!
Repeat!all!above!for!the!actual!piece!
Double!check!the!oxide!thickness!using!the!Filmeteric!map!measurement!

Step$result$$

~400nm!Oxide!
SiO2!
Silicon!!
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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3""
Ebeam and BOE 6:1 wet-etch :

!Spin!cleaning!with!Acetone!and!IPA!and!dry!with!Nitrogen!gun.!!
!Dehydrate!on!hot!plate!at!170!C!for!2!minutes!!
!Spin!PMMA!A!495!8%!at!3000rpm,!1000rpm/s!for!60sec!(~550!nm)!!
Bake!on!hot!plate!at!170C!for!5!minutes!!
!EObeam:!Do!the!alignment!and!expose!with!base!dose!1400μC/cm2!using!JEOL!9300!.!
!Develop:!MIBK:IPA!1:3!for!90!secs!and!Rinse!thoroughly!with!IPA!(20!seconds)!and!N!dry!
Descum"using"YES"asher"(70"sccm"O2,"40oC,"60sec,"50"WaH)""
Use!BOE!6:1!to!wet!etch!HSQ!for!3.5minutes!(Etch!rate!is!~!…!.!A/min)!

Stripping and ashing the PMMA
Put!the!chip!in!Acetone!for!5!minutes!,!rinse!with!IPA,!and!dry!with!nitrogen!gun!!
Use!YES!asher!to!ash!the!PMMA!using!recipe!#!9!(!O2!plasma!@!120o!C!!for!120!secs)!

Step"result""

SiO2!

SiO2!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

SiO2!

SiO2!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Spin")"expose")"develop"–"wet"etch""
8
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!Spin!cleaning!with!Acetone!and!IPA!and!dry!with!Nitrogen!gun.!!
!Dehydrate!on!hot!plate!at!170!C!for!2!minutes!!
Use%GSI%to%deposit%Low%deposiBon%rate%oxide%for%12sec%(~25nm)%for%n%and%p%regions%%passivaBon%%
p-type e-beam mask writing :
!Spin!PMMA!A!495!8%!at!4000rpm,!2000rpm/s!for!60sec!(~530!nm)!!
Bake!on!hot!plate!at!170C!for!4!minutes!!
!EObeam:!Do!the!alignment!and!expose!with!base!dose!1600μC/cm2!using!JEOL!6300!(no!PEC)!.!
!Develop:!MIBK:IPA%1:3%(not!1:1)!for!90!secs!and!Rinse!thoroughly!with!IPA!(20!seconds)!and!N!dry!
Inspect!under!the!microscope!to!make!sure!that!you!have!clean!windows!for!pOregions!!
BF2 implantation:
!Email!Chris!and!Rob!to!do!the!implantaZon!with!the!following!parameters:!
Boron!@!DOSE!1.6E14!/cm2,!Energy!10KeV,!Tilt!0!deg.!
!

Step%result%%
SiO2!

SiO2!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

SiO2!
Silicon!!

Spin%&%expose%–%develop%%
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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Stripping and ashing previous step PMMA
Put!the!chip!in!Acetone!for!5!minutes!,!rinse!with!IPA,!and!dry!with!nitrogen!gun!!
Use!YES!asher!to!ash!the!PMMA!using!recipe!#!9!(!O2!plasma!@!120o!C!!for!120!secs)!
n-type e-beam mask writing :
!Spin!PMMA!A!495!8%!at!4000rpm,!2000rpm/s!for!60sec!(~530!nm)!!
Bake!on!hot!plate!at!170C!for!4!minutes!!
!EIbeam:!Do!the!alignment!and!expose!with!base!dose!1600μC/cm2!using!JEOL!6300!(no!PEC)!.!
!Develop:!MIBK:IPA$1:3!(not!1:1)for!90!secs!and!Rinse!thoroughly!with!IPA!(20!seconds)!and!N!dry!
Inspect!under!the!microscope!to!make!sure!that!you!have!clean!windows!for!pIregions!!
Phosphorous implantation:
!Email!Chris!and!Rob!to!do!the!implantaTon!with!the!following!parameters:!
Phosphorous!@!DOSE!1.2E14!/cm2,!Energy!30KeV,!Tilt!0!deg.!
!

Step$result$$

SiO2!

SiO2!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

SiO2!
Silicon!!

PMMA$strip$*$Spin$*$expose$*$develop$
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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Stripping and ashing previous step PMMA
Put!the!chip!in!Acetone!for!5!minutes!,!rinse!with!IPA,!and!dry!with!nitrogen!gun!!
Use!YES!asher!to!ash!the!PMMA!using!recipe!#!9!(!O2!plasma!@!120o!C!!for!120!secs)!
Annealing

Use!AG610!to!anneal!at!1050oC!for!15!sec!with!Argon$ﬂow.!The!recipe!name!
is!RIT_act.!!
Always!be!careful!of!the!temperature!if!over!heated,!go!F10!and!then!edit!the!recipe!
and!then!F9!and!put!the!these!values!back!1670!!!!1670!

Put!the!chip!in!Buﬀered!oxide!etch!6:1!for!60!sec!AXer!annealing!!

Step$result$$

PMMA$striping$–$annealing$
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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Bilayer LOF mask writing :
!Spin!PMMA!495!5.5%!at!3000rpm,!1500rpm/s!for!60sec!
Bake!on!hot!plate!at!170C!for!2minutes!!
!Spin!PMMA!950!2%!IN!MIBK!at!4000rpm,!2000rpm/s!for!60sec!
Bake!on!hot!plate!at!170C!for!15!minutes!!
!E>beam:!Do!the!alignment!and!expose!with!base!dose!1500μC/cm2!using!JEOL!9300!(no!PEC)!.!
!Develop:!MIBK:IPA!1:3!for!90!secs!and!Rinse!thoroughly!with!IPA!(20!seconds)!and!N!dry!
Inspect!under!the!microscope!to!make!sure!that!the!bilayer!LOF!is!clean!and!clear!and!take!images!

Descum!using!YES!asher!tool!to!clean!the!bobom!surface!from!the!photoresist!residue!
!
!
!Power:50W!,!O2:70!,!Temp.:!80C!,!Time:30seconds!!!!

Nickel & Titanium evaporation:
!Use!even!or!odd!hours!SC4500!evaporators!to!put!15nm!of!Nickel!ﬁrst!and!then!10nm!of!Titanium!!!!
!Do!the!LOF!by!leaving!the!piece!in!Methylene!Chloride:!Acetone!(1:1)!for!hour!or!so!!!
Inspect!under!the!microscope!to!see!the!quality!of!the!metal!ﬁlm!!
Nickel silicide:
Use!AG610!to!anneal!at!550oC!for!50!sec.!The!recipe!name!is!RIT_act.!!
Always!be!careful!of!the!temperature!if!over!heated,!go!F10!and!then!edit!the!recipe!and!then!F9!
and!put!the!these!values!back!1670!!!!1670!

Step%result%%
SiO2!

SiO2!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Spin%&%expose%&%develop%–%metal%deposi2on%%
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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Depositing ~1um for the opening area cladding :

Use!GSI!to!clad!with!oxide!using!L8Dep!rate!un8doped!oxide!recipe!for!~!8!min!
Double!check!the!oxide!thickness!using!the!Filmeteric!map!measurement!!
Keep!the!dummy!pieces!and!measure!the!oxide!thickness!map!measurement!on!
some!of!them!to!use!them!for!dry!etch!characterizaGon!!

Step"result""

~1um!Oxide!
SiO2!
Silicon!!

nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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Mask for etching and LOF:
!Spin!PMMA!A!495!11%!once!at!1500rpm,!750rpm/s!for!60sec!
Gradually!Baking!on!hot!plate!90C!(1min)=!115C!(1min)=!145C!(1min)=!(170C!for!12min!)!!
!E=beam:!Do!the!alignment!and!expose!with!base!dose!2000μC/cm2!using!JEOL!6300!.!
!Develop:!MIBK:IPA!1:3!for!90!secs!and!Rinse!thoroughly!with!IPA!(20!seconds)!and!N!dry!
Inspect!under!the!microscope!to!make!sure!that!the!bilayer!LOF!is!clean!and!clear!

Descum!using!YES!asher!tool!to!clean!the!bo]om!surface!from!the!photoresist!residue!
!
!
!Power:50W!,!O2:70!,!Temp.:!80C!,!Time:30seconds!!!!

SiO2!

SiO2!

SiO2!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Spin%&%expose%–%develop%&%descum%%
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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RIE Oxide Dry Etch on Oxford-82 (clean):
!Oxygen!clean!for!10!min!
CHF3/O2!for!13!min!!
!Oxygen!Clean!without!the!piece!for!10!min!
Oxygen!clean!with!the!chip!inside!for!30sec!
CHF3/O2!for!13min!!

!(CHF3/O2!recipe):!etch!rate!is!about!
40.7nm/min!(25min!*!40nm/min!=!~!
1000nm!Oxide!etch,!so!is!about!3min!
over!etch)!
SelecLvity!material/mask=1.14!

Oxygen!clean!with!the!chip!inside!for!30sec!
Do!IV!electrical!tesLng!and!see!if!you!have!a!good!contact.!If!not!etch!more!for!5!min!and!IV!check!
Put!the!chip!in!Buﬀered!oxide!etch!30:1!for!2!sec!(etch!rate!is!about!37nm/!min)!!to!clean!any!
oxide!leR!aRer!dry!etch!

SiO2!
Silicon!!

Dry$etch$$
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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Via filling :

Use!even!or!odd!hours!SC4500!evaporators!to!put!10nm!Ti!,!820nm!Al!
LOF!in!Methalyne!Chloride:!Acetone!=1:1!for!2!hours!or!so!

Use probe station for IV-measurement check

Step$result$$

SiO2!
Silicon!!

Dry$etch$–$wet$etch$–$evaporate$/$LOF$
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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Bilayer LOF ebeam writing :
!Spin!cleaning!with!Acetone!and!IPA!and!dry!with!Nitrogen!gun.!!
!Dehydrate!on!hot!plate!at!170!C!for!2!minutes!!
!Spin!PMMA!A!495!11%!1500rpm,!750rpm/s!for!60sec!
Gradually!Baking!on!hot!plate!90C!(1min)J!115C!(1min)J!145C!(1min)J!(170C!for!2min!)!!
!Spin!PMMA!950!2%!M2!IN!MIBK!at!4000rpm,!1000rpm/s!for!45sec!
Gradualy!Baking!on!hot!plate!90C!(1min)J!115C!(1min)J!145C!(1min)J!(170C!for!12min!)!!
!EJbeam:!Do!the!alignment!and!expose!with!base!dose!2000μC/cm2!using!JEOL!6300!.!
!Develop:!MIBK:IPA!1:3!for!90!secs!and!Rinse!thoroughly!with!IPA!(20!seconds)!and!N!dry!
Inspect!under!the!microscope!to!make!sure!that!the!bilayer!LOF!is!clean!and!clear!

Descum!using!YES!asher!tool!to!clean!the!bo]om!surface!from!the!photoresist!residue!
!
!
!Power:50W!,!O2:70!,!Temp.:!80C!,!Time:30seconds!!!!

SiO2!

SiO2!

SiO2!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Spin%&%expose%–%develop%&%descum%%
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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Bilayer LOF ebeam mask writing :
!Spin!cleaning!with!Acetone!and!IPA!and!dry!with!Nitrogen!gun.!!
!Dehydrate!on!hot!plate!at!170!C!for!2!minutes!!
!Spin!PMMA!A!495!5.5%!Anisolate!3000rpm,!1500rpm/s!for!60sec!
Bake!on!hot!plate!at!170C!for!2!minutes!
!Spin!PMMA!950!2%!M2!IN!MIBK!at!4000rpm,!2000rpm/s!for!60sec!
Bake!on!hot!plate!at!170C!for!15!minutes!!
!EKbeam:!Do!the!alignment!and!expose!with!base!dose!1500μC/cm2!using!JEOL!9300!.!
!Develop:!MIBK:IPA!1:3!for!90!secs!and!Rinse!thoroughly!with!IPA!(20!seconds)!and!N!dry!
Inspect!under!the!microscope!to!make!sure!that!the!bilayer!LOF!is!clean!and!clear!

Descum!using!Branson!resist!strip!tool!to!clean!the!bo[om!surface!from!the!photoresist!
residue!!

SiO2!

SiO2!

SiO2!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Spin%&%expose%–%develop%&%descum%%
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Evaporate ~80nm Nichorme to make heaters

Use!even!or!odd!hours!SC4500!evaporators!to!evaporate!80nm!of!Nichorme!!
!with!these!parameters!:!!
Density!=!80%!Ni!+!20%!Cr!=0.8*8.91+0.2*7.2=!8.568!!!!!!!!!!!!!=~!8.57!
ZPraQo!!!=!80%!Ni!+!20%!Cr!=0.8*0.331+0.2*0.305=!0.3258!!!!=~!0.326!
LOF!in!Methalyne!Chloride:!Acetone!=1:1!for!2!hours!or!so!

Step$result$$
SiO2!
Silicon!!

Dry$etch$–$wet$etch$–$evaporate$/$LOF$
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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Bilayer LOF ebeam mask writing :
!Spin!cleaning!with!Acetone!and!IPA!and!dry!with!Nitrogen!gun.!Use!Yes!asher!if!needed!!!
!Dehydrate!on!hot!plate!at!170!C!for!2!minutes!!
!Spin!PMMA!A!495!5.5%!Anisolate!3000rpm,!1500rpm/s!for!60sec!
Bake!on!hot!plate!at!170C!for!2!minutes!
!Spin!PMMA!950!2%!M2!IN!MIBK!at!4000rpm,!2000rpm/s!for!60sec!
Bake!on!hot!plate!at!170C!for!15!minutes!!
!EMbeam:!Do!the!alignment!and!expose!with!base!dose!1000μC/cm2!using!JEOL!9300!.!
!Develop:!MIBK:IPA!1:3!for!90!secs!and!Rinse!thoroughly!with!IPA!(20!seconds)!and!N!dry!
Inspect!under!the!microscope!to!make!sure!that!the!bilayer!LOF!is!clean!and!clear!

Descum!using!Branson!resist!strip!tool!to!clean!the!bo]om!surface!from!the!photoresist!
residue!!

SiO2!

SiO2!

SiO2!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Spin%&%expose%–%develop%&%descum%%
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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Evaporate metal for contacts :

Use!even!or!odd!hours!SC4500!evaporators!to!evaporate!!
10nm!of!Titanium!and!then!50nm!of!gold!!!
LOF!in!Methalyne!Chloride:!Acetone!=1:1!for!2!hours!or!so!

Step$result$$

SiO2!
Silicon!!

Dry$etch$–$wet$etch$–$evaporate$/$LOF$
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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Bilayer LOF contact lithography :

!Spin!cleaning!with!Acetone!and!IPA!and!dry!with!Nitrogen!gun.!Use!Yes!asher!if!needed!!!
!Dehydrate!on!hot!plate!at!170!C!for!2!minutes!!
Spin!coat!LOR3A!w/!3000rpm/1500rpm/s!for!60!sec!
Hotplate!1800C/!4min!
!Spin!coat!SPR!220P3!w/!3200rpm/!3300rpm/s!/!45s!
SoQ!bake!115C/!90s!
Expose!ABM!/!13!sec!
Wait!30!min!
Post!exposure!bake!115C/90s!
Develop!MIF!726!for!2P!3!minutes!!
!Rinse!and!dry!with!low!pressure!nitrogen!gun!
Inspect!under!the!microscope!to!make!sure!that!the!bilayer!LOF!is!clean!and!clear!

SiO2!

SiO2!

Silicon!!

Silicon!!

Spin%&%expose%–%develop%%
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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Evaporate metals for contact pads :

Use!even!or!odd!hours!SC4500!evaporators!to!evaporate!!
10nm!of!Titanium!and!then!80nm!of!gold!!!
LOF!in!1165!for!1!hours!or!so!
Clean!with!acetone!and!IPA!
Use probe station for IV-measurement check

Step$result$$

SiO2!
Silicon!!

Dry$etch$–$wet$etch$–$evaporate$/$LOF$
nanophotonics.rit.edu!
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APPENDIX II
1- OTDM- WDM Matlab code
clc
close all
clear all
sc=get(0,'screensize');
dw=0;
R1=3e-6;
R2=2e-6;
c=299792458;
n_eff1=2;
ng=4;
res_wavelength=n_eff1*pi*1e-6/(5);
res_wavelength1=res_wavelength-3e-9;
res_wavelength2=res_wavelength-1e-9;
res_wavelength3=res_wavelength+1e-9;
res_wavelength4=res_wavelength+3e-9;
f_res=c/res_wavelength;
k_through=linspace(0.1,0.1,1);
k_drop=linspace(0.1,0.1,1);
k_through_m=linspace(0.3,0.3,1);
k_drop_m=linspace(0.3,0.3,1);
dt=ng*pi*1e-6/c;
time_steps=20000;
time=0:dt:dt*time_steps;
f=(-time_steps/2:(time_steps/2-1)).*1/(dt*time_steps);
lambda=c./(f+f_res);
%---------------inputs --------voltage=1*square(2*pi*0.5e10.*time,50)+0.5*((square(2*pi*0.5e10.*time,2
0))+1);
t0=430e-12;
%-------Real pulse from QD laser ()
E_input=QDpulse(t0,time);
%---------%E_input=gaussian(time,FWHM,t0,amp,w0);
% E_input=gaussian(time,0.5E-12,t0,1,dw);
gamma0=0.6908*100*c*20e-12/ng;
%%
%---------------Filers --------%[E_through E_drop
index
carriers] =ring(E_input,R ,n_eff
,ng,k_through,k_drop,res_wavelength ,voltage ,time_steps,dt)
[E_through_1 E_drop_1 indx_1
carriers_1]=ring(E_input,R1,n_eff1,ng,k_through,k_drop,res_wavelength4,
voltage*0,time_steps,dt);
[E_through_2 E_drop_2 indx_2
carriers_2]=ring(E_input,R1,n_eff1,ng,k_through,k_drop,res_wavelength3,
voltage*0,time_steps,dt);
[E_through_3 E_drop_3 indx_3
carriers_3]=ring(E_input,R1,n_eff1,ng,k_through,k_drop,res_wavelength2,
voltage*0,time_steps,dt);
[E_through_4 E_drop_4 indx_4
carriers_4]=ring(E_input,R1,n_eff1,ng,k_through,k_drop,res_wavelength1,
voltage*0,time_steps,dt);
%
power_drop_1=trapz(timelambda,E_drop_1.*conj(E_drop_1)./trapz(time,E_in
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put.*conj(E_input)));
E_drop=1*E_drop_1+ 1*E_drop_2+1*E_drop_3+1*E_drop_4;
E_through=E_through_1+1*E_through_2+1*E_through_3+1*E_through_4;
Ef_drop_1=fftshift(fft(E_drop_1,time_steps));
Ef_drop_2=fftshift(fft(E_drop_2,time_steps));
Ef_drop_3=fftshift(fft(E_drop_3,time_steps));
Ef_drop_4=fftshift(fft(E_drop_4,time_steps));
Ef_drop=fftshift(fft(E_drop,time_steps));
%-------Real pulse from QD laser ()
% Ef_input=QDpulsef(time_steps);
Ef_input=fftshift(fft(E_input,time_steps));
Ef_input=Ef_input';
figure
plot(lambda,Ef_input.*conj(Ef_input),'r')
hold on
plot(lambda,Ef_drop.*conj(Ef_drop),'b')
figure
timeps=time*1e12;
plot(timeps,E_drop.*conj(E_drop),'b')
hold on
plot(timeps,E_input.*conj(E_input),'r')
hold on
plot(timeps,E_drop_1.*conj(E_drop_1),'g')
plot(timeps,E_drop_2.*conj(E_drop_2),'m')
plot(timeps,E_drop_3.*conj(E_drop_3),'k')
plot(timeps,E_drop_4.*conj(E_drop_4),'y')
Q1=c/res_wavelength4/twidth(Ef_drop_1.*conj(Ef_drop_1),(f+c/res_wavelen
gth4))
Q2=c/res_wavelength3/twidth(Ef_drop_2.*conj(Ef_drop_2),(f+c/res_wavelen
gth3))
Q3=c/res_wavelength2/twidth(Ef_drop_3.*conj(Ef_drop_3),(f+c/res_wavelen
gth2))
Q4=c/res_wavelength1/twidth(Ef_drop_4.*conj(Ef_drop_4),(f+c/res_wavelen
gth1))
%---------------Modulators --------[E_through_m1 E_drop_m1 indx_m1 carriers_m1]=ring(E_drop,
R2,n_eff1,ng,k_through_m,k_drop_m,res_wavelength4,voltage*0,time_steps,
dt);
[E_through_m2 E_drop_m2 indx_m2
carriers_m2]=ring(E_through_m1,R2,n_eff1,ng,k_through_m,k_drop_m,res_wa
velength3,voltage*0,time_steps,dt);
[E_through_m3 E_drop_m3 indx_m3
carriers_m3]=ring(E_through_m2,R2,n_eff1,ng,k_through_m,k_drop_m,res_wa
velength2,voltage*0,time_steps,dt);
[E_through_m4 E_drop_m4 indx_m4
carriers_m4]=ring(E_through_m3,R2,n_eff1,ng,k_through_m,k_drop_m,res_wa
velength1,voltage*0,time_steps,dt);
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power_drop_m1=trapz(time,E_drop_m1.*conj(E_drop_m1)./trapz(time,E_drop_
1.*conj(E_drop_1)));
power_drop_m2=trapz(time,E_drop_m2.*conj(E_drop_m2)./trapz(time,E_drop_
2.*conj(E_drop_2)));
power_drop_m3=trapz(time,E_drop_m3.*conj(E_drop_m3)./trapz(time,E_drop_
3.*conj(E_drop_3)));
power_drop_m4=trapz(time,E_drop_m4.*conj(E_drop_m4)./trapz(time,E_drop_
4.*conj(E_drop_4)));
E_drop_m=E_drop_m1+E_drop_m2+E_drop_m3+E_drop_m4;
Ef_drop_m1=fftshift(fft(E_drop_m1,time_steps));
Ef_drop_m2=fftshift(fft(E_drop_m2,time_steps));
Ef_drop_m3=fftshift(fft(E_drop_m3,time_steps));
Ef_drop_m4=fftshift(fft(E_drop_m4,time_steps));
Ef_drop_m=fftshift(fft(E_drop_m,time_steps));
Ef_through_m1=fftshift(fft(E_through_m1,time_steps));
Ef_through_m2=fftshift(fft(E_through_m2,time_steps));
Ef_through_m3=fftshift(fft(E_through_m3,time_steps));
Ef_through_m4=fftshift(fft(E_through_m4,time_steps));
%------- filters time plots -------figure('Position', [1 sc(1) sc(3)/2 sc(4)])
subplot(3,1,1,'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14); plot(time./1e12,E_input.*conj(E_input), 'color', 'r', 'lineWidth',1.2)
title([' Input pulse', ':
FWHM=
',num2str(twidth(E_input.*conj(E_input),time)*1e12),' ps'],
'FontWeight','bold','color', 'k', 'fontsize', 16)
xlabel('Time (ps) ', 'FontWeight','bold', 'fontsize', 16)
ylabel(' Power intensity ', 'FontWeight','bold','fontsize', 16)
xlim([(t0*1e12-20) (t0*1e12+20)])
legend('Original input pulse');
subplot(3,1,2,'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);
plot(time./1e-12,(E_through_1.*conj(E_through_1)),
'color', 'k', 'lineWidth',3); hold on
title(' Through port power with Time', 'FontWeight','bold','color',
'k', 'fontsize', 16)
xlabel('Time (ps) ', 'FontWeight','bold', 'fontsize', 16)
ylabel(' Power intensity ', 'FontWeight','bold','fontsize', 16)
xlim([(t0*1e12-20) (t0*1e12+20)])
legend('Filter-1','Filter-2','Filter-3','Filter-4');
subplot(3,1,3,'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);
plot(time./1e12,(E_drop.*conj(E_drop)./max(E_drop.*conj(E_drop))), 'color', 'm',
'lineWidth',2); hold on
title(['Drop port power with Time', ': FWHM=
',num2str(twidth(E_drop.*conj(E_drop),time)*1e12),'ps',', Power to drop
port for a ring= ',num2str(power_drop_1*100),' %'],
'FontWeight','bold','color', 'k', 'fontsize', 16)
xlabel('Time (ps) ', 'FontWeight','bold', 'fontsize', 16)
ylabel(' Power intensity ', 'FontWeight','bold','fontsize', 16)
xlim([(t0*1e12-20) (t0*1e12+20)])
legend('Filter-1','Filter-2','Filter-3','Filter-4');
% % %------- filters frequncy plots -------figure('Position', [1000 sc(1) sc(3)/2 sc(4)])
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subplot(2,1,1,'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_input.*conj(Ef_input))/(max(Ef_input.*conj(
Ef_input)))), 'color', 'r', 'lineWidth',1.1);
hold on
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_drop_1.*conj(Ef_drop_1))./(max(Ef_input.*co
nj(Ef_input)))), 'color', 'k', 'lineWidth',1.1); hold on
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_drop_2.*conj(Ef_drop_2))./(max(Ef_input.*co
nj(Ef_input)))), 'color', 'r', 'lineWidth',1.1); hold on
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_drop_3.*conj(Ef_drop_3))./(max(Ef_input.*co
nj(Ef_input)))), 'color', 'b', 'lineWidth',1.1); hold on
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_drop_4.*conj(Ef_drop_4))./(max(Ef_input.*co
nj(Ef_input)))), 'color', 'g', 'lineWidth',1.1)
xlabel('Wavelength (um) ', 'FontWeight','bold', 'fontsize', 16)
ylabel(' Power spectrum ', 'FontWeight','bold','fontsize', 16)
subplot(2,1,2,'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_through_1.*conj(Ef_through_1))./(max(Ef_inp
ut.*conj(Ef_input)))), 'color', 'k', 'lineWidth',1.1); hold on
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_through_2.*conj(Ef_through_2))./(max(Ef_inp
ut.*conj(Ef_input)))), 'color', 'r', 'lineWidth',1.1); hold on
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_through_3.*conj(Ef_through_3))./(max(Ef_inp
ut.*conj(Ef_input)))), 'color', 'b', 'lineWidth',1.1); hold on
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_through_4.*conj(Ef_through_4))./(max(Ef_inp
ut.*conj(Ef_input)))), 'color', 'g', 'lineWidth',1.1)
title(' Filters through ports spectrum', 'FontWeight','bold','color',
'k', 'fontsize', 16)
xlabel('Wavelength (um) ', 'FontWeight','bold', 'fontsize', 16)
ylabel(' Power spectrum ', 'FontWeight','bold','fontsize', 16)
% xlim([1.55 1.6])
legend('Filter-Ring1','Filter-Ring2','Filter-Ring3','Filter-Ring4');
%%
% %------- Modulators time plots -------figure('Position', [1 sc(1) sc(3)/2 sc(4)])
subplot(2,1,1,'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14); plot(time./1e12,E_drop.*conj(E_drop), 'color', 'r', 'lineWidth',1.2)
title([' Modulators input pulse', ':
FWHM=
',num2str(twidth(E_drop.*conj(E_drop),time)*1e12),' ps'],
'FontWeight','bold','color', 'k', 'fontsize', 16)
xlabel('Time (ps) ', 'FontWeight','bold', 'fontsize', 16)
ylabel(' Power intensity ', 'FontWeight','bold','fontsize', 16)
xlim([(t0*1e12-20) (t0*1e12+20)])
legend('Filtered pulse-1','Filtered pulse-2','Filtered pulse3','Filtered pulse-4');
subplot(2,1,2,'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);
plot(time./1e-12,(E_drop_m1.*conj(E_drop_m1)), 'color',
'k', 'lineWidth',2); hold on
plot(time./1e-12,(E_drop_m2.*conj(E_drop_m2)), 'color',
'r', 'lineWidth',2); hold on
plot(time./1e-12,(E_drop_m3.*conj(E_drop_m3)), 'color',
'b', 'lineWidth',2); hold on
plot(time./1e-12,(E_drop_m4.*conj(E_drop_m4)), 'color',
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'g', 'lineWidth',2)
title(['Drop port power with Time', ': FWHM=
',num2str(twidth(E_drop_m4.*conj(E_drop_m4),time)*1e12),'ps'],
'FontWeight','bold','color', 'k', 'fontsize', 16)
xlabel('Time (ps) ', 'FontWeight','bold', 'fontsize', 16)
ylabel(' Power intensity ', 'FontWeight','bold','fontsize', 16)
xlim([(t0*1e12-20) (t0*1e12+20)])
ylim([0 0.7])
legend('Modulator-1','Modulator-2','Modulator-3','Modulator-4');
% %------- Modulators frequncy plots -------figure('Position', [1000 sc(1) sc(3)/2 sc(4)])
subplot(3,1,1,'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_drop.*conj(Ef_drop))./(max(Ef_drop.*conj(Ef
_drop)))), 'color', 'r', 'lineWidth',1.1)
title('Modulators input pulses spectrum', 'FontWeight','bold','color',
'k', 'fontsize', 16)
xlabel('Wavelength (um) ', 'FontWeight','bold', 'fontsize', 16)
ylabel(' Power spectrum ', 'FontWeight','bold','fontsize', 16)
xlim([1.55 1.6])
ylim([0 1])
legend('Filtered pulse-1','Filtered pulse-2','Filtered pulse3','Filtered pulse-4');
subplot(3,1,2,'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_through_m1.*conj(Ef_through_m1))./(max(Ef_d
rop.*conj(Ef_drop)))), 'color', 'k', 'lineWidth',1.1); hold on
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_through_m2.*conj(Ef_through_m2))./(max(Ef_d
rop.*conj(Ef_drop)))), 'color', 'r', 'lineWidth',1.1); hold on
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_through_m3.*conj(Ef_through_m3))./(max(Ef_d
rop.*conj(Ef_drop)))), 'color', 'b', 'lineWidth',1.1); hold on
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_through_m4.*conj(Ef_through_m4))./(max(Ef_d
rop.*conj(Ef_drop)))), 'color', 'g', 'lineWidth',1.1)
title(['Modulators through ports
spectrum'],'FontWeight','bold','color', 'k', 'fontsize', 16)
xlabel('Wavelength (um) ', 'FontWeight','bold', 'fontsize', 16)
ylabel(' Power spectrum ', 'FontWeight','bold','fontsize', 16)
xlim([1.55 1.6])
ylim([0 1])
legend('Modulator-1','Modulator-2','Modulator-3','Modulator-4');
subplot(3,1,3,'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_drop_m1.*conj(Ef_drop_m1))./(max(Ef_drop.*c
onj(Ef_drop)))), 'color', 'k', 'lineWidth',1.1); hold on
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_drop_m2.*conj(Ef_drop_m2))./(max(Ef_drop.*c
onj(Ef_drop)))), 'color', 'r', 'lineWidth',1.1); hold on
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_drop_m3.*conj(Ef_drop_m3))./(max(Ef_drop.*c
onj(Ef_drop)))), 'color', 'b', 'lineWidth',1.1); hold on
plot(lambda.*1e6,fliplr((Ef_drop_m4.*conj(Ef_drop_m4))./(max(Ef_drop.*c
onj(Ef_drop)))), 'color', 'g', 'lineWidth',1.1)
title('Modulators drop ports spectrum', 'FontWeight','bold','color',
'k', 'fontsize', 16)
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xlabel('Wavelength (um) ', 'FontWeight','bold', 'fontsize', 16)
ylabel(' Power spectrum ', 'FontWeight','bold','fontsize', 16)
xlim([1.55 1.6])
ylim([0 1])
legend('Modulator-1','Modulator-2','Modulator-3','Modulator-4');
% %------- Dynamics -------figure('Position', [1 sc(1) sc(3)/2 sc(4)])
subplot(3,1,1,'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);
plot(time*1e12,voltage, 'color', 'r', 'lineWidth',1.1)
title([' Switching voltage'], 'FontWeight','bold','color', 'k',
'fontsize', 16)
xlabel('Time (ps) ', 'FontWeight','bold', 'fontsize', 16)
ylabel(' Voltage
(v) ', 'FontWeight','bold','fontsize', 16)
xlim([0 1500])
%ylim([0 1])
subplot(3,1,2,'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);
plot(time*1e12,indx_m1, 'color', 'k', 'lineWidth',1);
hold on
title([' Index change'], 'FontWeight','bold','color', 'k', 'fontsize',
16)
xlabel('Time (ps) ', 'FontWeight','bold', 'fontsize', 16)
ylabel(' Index change ', 'FontWeight','bold','fontsize', 16)
xlim([0 1500])
%ylim([0 1])
subplot(3,1,3,'FontWeight','bold','FontSize',14);
plot(time*1e12,carriers_m1, 'color', 'k',
'lineWidth',1); hold on
title(['Carriers','
Energy per bit=
',num2str(max(carriers_m1)*(2*pi*R2*1e2*.45e-4*.25e-4).*1.6e19*max(voltage)),'fJ'], 'FontWeight','bold','color', 'k', 'fontsize',
16)
xlabel('Time (ps) ', 'FontWeight','bold', 'fontsize', 16)
ylabel(' Carriers (1/cm3) ', 'FontWeight','bold','fontsize', 16)
xlim([0 1500])
% ylim([0 1])
2- Demultiplexing Matlab code
clc
close all
clear all
pulse_width=20e-12;
TAU_I=pulse_width/(2*sqrt(2*log(2)));
neff=2.4;
ng=4.3;
R=5E-6;
c=299792458;
dt=.5*ng*pi*R/c;
k=.4; % critticaly coupled based on exp(-gamma0)
t=sqrt(1-k^2);
lambda_res=pi*R*2.4/(49);
f_res=c/lambda_res;
phase=neff*(2*pi/lambda_res)*2*pi*R;
gamma0=-1*log(t
dw=0;
time(1:40000)=0;
Ea1_R1(1:40000)=0; Eb1_R1(1:40000)=0; Ec1_R1(1:40000)=0;
Ed1_R1(1:40000)=0; Ea2_R1(1:40000)=0; Eb2_R1(1:40000)=0;
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Ec2_R1(1:40000)=0; Ed2_R1(1:40000)=0;
Ea1_R2(1:40000)=0; Eb1_R2(1:40000)=0; Ec1_R2(1:40000)=0;
Ed1_R2(1:40000)=0; Ea2_R2(1:40000)=0; Eb2_R2(1:40000)=0;
Ec2_R2(1:40000)=0; Ed2_R2(1:40000)=0;
train=zeros(1,40000);
one_pulse=zeros(1,40000);
volume=2*pi*R*100*.45e-4*.25e-4;
Resistance=50;
capacitance=1e-15;
q=1.6e-19;
vth=0.65;
tauc=(1/2.3)*1e-9;
time=(1:40000)*dt;
for kk=0:117
for tt=1:40000
one_pulse(tt)=exp(-(tt*dt-kk*50e-12-50e12)^2/(2*TAU_I^2))*exp(j*dw*tt*dt);
end
N=rand(1);
if N>0.5
train=train+one_pulse;
else
train=train+1*one_pulse;
end
end
voltage_R1=1*square(2*pi*.5e10.*(time+25e12),50)+((square(2*pi*.5e10.*(time+25e-12),15))+1);
%%%%%%%%%%%
VOLTAGE %%%%%%%%%%%%%
voltage_R2=square(2*pi*.5e10.*(time+100e12),50)+(square(2*pi*.5e10.*(time+100e-12),15)+1);
Q_R1(1:40000)=0;Q_R2(1:40000)=0;
N_R1(1:40000)=0;N_R2(1:40000)=0;
index_R1(1:40000)=0;index_R2(1:40000)=0;
neff_R1(1:40000)=0;neff_R2(1:40000)=0;
phase_R1(1:40000)=0;phase_R2(1:40000)=0;gamma_R1(1:40000)=0;gamma_R2(1:
40000)=0;
field_absorption_per_meter_R1(1:40000)=0;field_absorption_per_meter_R2(
1:40000)=0;
for tt=3:40000
if voltage_R1(tt)>0
Q_R1(tt)=Q_R1(tt-1)+dt*((1/Resistance)*(voltage_R1(tt-1)-vth)-Q_R1(tt1)/tauc);
end
if voltage_R1(tt)<0
if Q_R1(tt)>0
Q_R1(tt)=Q(tt-1)+dt*((1/Resistance)*(voltage_R1(tt-1)-vth)-Q_R1(tt1)/tauc);
else
Q_R1(tt)=Q_R1(tt-1)+dt*((1/Resistance)*(voltage_R1(tt-1)-Q_R1(tt1)/capacitance)-Q_R1(tt-1)/tauc);
Q_R1(tt)=0;
end
end
N_R1(tt)=Q_R1(tt)/(q*volume);
index_R1(tt)=(8.8e-22*N_R1(tt)+8.5e-18*N_R1(tt)^.8);
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neff_R1(tt)=2.4-index_R1(tt);
phase_R1(tt)=neff_R1(tt)*(2*pi/lambda_res)*2*pi*R;
field_absorption_per_meter_R1(tt)=.5*14.5e-18*N_R1(tt)*100;
gamma_R1(tt)=gamma0+field_absorption_per_meter_R1(tt)*2*pi*R;
Ea1_R1(tt)= exp(-(tt*dt-25e-12)^2/(2*(100000e-12)^2))*exp(j*dw*tt*dt);
%Ea1_R1(tt)=train(tt);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% INPUT%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Eb1_R1(tt)=Ed2_R1(tt-2)*exp(-gamma_R1(tt)/2+j*phase_R1(tt)/2);
Ec1_R1(tt)=t*Ea1_R1(tt)+j*k*Eb1_R1(tt);
Ed1_R1(tt)=j*k*Ea1_R1(tt)+t*Eb1_R1(tt);
Ea2_R1(tt)=0;
Eb2_R1(tt)=Ed1_R1(tt-2)*exp(-gamma_R1(tt)/2+j*phase_R1(tt)/2);
Ec2_R1(tt)=0;
Ed2_R1(tt)=Eb2_R1(tt);
if voltage_R2(tt)>0
Q_R2(tt)=Q_R2(tt-1)+dt*((1/Resistance)*(voltage_R2(tt-1)-vth)-Q_R2(tt1)/tauc);
end
if voltage_R2(tt)<0
if Q_R2(tt)>0
Q_R2(tt)=Q(tt-1)+dt*((1/Resistance)*(voltage_R2(tt-1)-vth)-Q_R2(tt1)/tauc);
else
Q_R2(tt)=Q_R2(tt-1)+dt*((1/Resistance)*(voltage_R2(tt-1)-Q_R2(tt1)/capacitance)-Q_R2(tt-1)/tauc);
Q_R2(tt)=0;
end
end
N_R2(tt)=Q_R2(tt)/(q*volume);
index_R2(tt)=(8.8e-22*N_R2(tt)+8.5e-18*N_R2(tt)^.8);
neff_R2(tt)=2.4-index_R2(tt);
phase_R2(tt)=neff_R2(tt)*(2*pi/lambda_res)*2*pi*R;
field_absorption_per_meter_R2(tt)=.5*14.5e-18*N_R2(tt)*100;
gamma_R2(tt)=gamma0+field_absorption_per_meter_R2(tt)*2*pi*R;
Ea1_R2(tt)=Ec1_R1(tt);
Eb1_R2(tt)=Ed2_R2(tt-2)*exp(-gamma_R2(tt)/2+j*phase_R2(tt)/2);
Ec1_R2(tt)=t*Ea1_R2(tt)+j*k*Eb1_R2(tt);
Ed1_R2(tt)=j*k*Ea1_R2(tt)+t*Eb1_R2(tt);
Ea2_R2(tt)=0;
Eb2_R2(tt)=Ed1_R2(tt-2)*exp(-gamma_R2(tt)/2+j*phase_R2(tt)/2);
Ec2_R2(tt)=0;
Ed2_R2(tt)=Eb2_R2(tt);
end
%% time domain plots, have long pulse and turn modulator on
energy_per_bit=q*max(N_R1)*volume*max(voltage_R1)
figure
%plot(time*1e12,Ea1_R1,'b')
plot(time*1e12,Ea1_R1.*conj(Ea1_R1),'b')
xlabel('Time in pico-seconds')
ylabel('Intensity')
xlim([100 700])
figure
plot(time*1e12,Ec1_R2.*conj(Ec1_R2),'r')
xlabel('Time in pico-seconds')
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ylabel('Intensity')
xlim([100 700])
figure
plot(time*1e12,voltage_R1/3,'b')
xlim([200 1000])
%figure
hold on
plot(time*1e12,Ec1_R2.*conj(Ec1_R2),'g')
plot(time*1e12,voltage_R2/3,'r')
xlabel('Time in pico-seconds')
ylabel('Voltage in Volts')
xlim([100 700])
figure
plot(time*1e12,index_R1)
hold on
plot(time*1e12,index_R2,'r')
xlim([200 500])
xlabel('Time in pico-seconds')
ylabel('index change')
%% frequency domain plots, have short pulse and turn modulator off
figure
S1=fft(Ea1_R1,16*2048);
f=[-16*2048/2:(16*2048/2-1)]*1/(16*dt*2048);
S1=fftshift(S1);
norm=max(abs(S1));
S2=fft(Ec1_R1,16*2048);
S2=fftshift(S2);
S3=fft(Ec1_R2,16*2048);
S3=fftshift(S3);
plot(f,abs(S1.^2)/norm,'b')
hold on
plot(f,abs(S2.^2)/norm,'r')
plot(f,abs(S3.^2)/norm,'g')
xlabel(' frequency in Hz')
ylabel(' power spectrum normalized to the input power')
xlim([-5e11 5e11 ])
3- Functions :
% ring.m - microring resonator with drop port
% nanophtonics.rit.edu
%%
function [E_through E_drop indx
carriers]=ring(E_input,R,n_eff,ng,k_through,k_drop,res_wavelength,volta
ge,time_steps,dt)
if nargin==0, help ring; return; end
%%
Ea1(1:time_steps)=0; Eb1(1:80000)=0; Ec1(1:time_steps)=0;
Ed1(1:time_steps)=0;
Ea2(1:time_steps)=0; Eb2(1:80000)=0; Ec2(1:time_steps)=0;
Ed2(1:time_steps)=0;
E_through(1:time_steps)=0; E_drop(1:time_steps)=0;
index(1:time_steps)=0;neff(1:time_steps)=0;phase(1:time_steps)=0;
gamma(1:time_steps)=0;field_absorption_per_meter(1:time_steps)=0;
Q(1:time_steps)=0;carriers(1:time_steps)=0; index(1:time_steps)=0;
%%
q=1.6e-19;
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c=299792458;
Resistance=270;
% silicon/metal contact
resistance
vth=0.7;
% Threshold voltage for PIN
tauc=(1/2.3)*1e-9;
% Carrier life time
capacitance=1e-15;
volume=2*pi*R*1e2*.45e-4*.25e-4;
% Ring volume in cm3
%dt=ng*pi*1e-6/c;
t_through=sqrt(1-k_through.^2);
t_drop=sqrt(1-k_drop.^2);
if k_drop>0
% loss from drop ring
gamma0=0.6908*100*2*pi*R*0.5;
else
% loss from throgh port for critical coupling
gamma0=sqrt(1-k_through.^2);
gamma0=-log(gamma0);
end
for tt=20:time_steps
if voltage(tt)>0
Q(tt)=Q(tt-1)+dt*((1/Resistance)*(voltage(tt-1)-vth)Q(tt-1)/tauc);
else
if Q(tt)>0
Q(tt)=Q(tt-1)+dt*((1/Resistance)*(voltage(tt-1)-vth)Q(tt-1)/tauc);
else
Q(tt)=0;
end
end
carriers(tt)=Q(tt)/(q*volume);
index(tt)=(8.8e-22*carriers(tt)+8.5e-18*carriers(tt)^.8);
neff(tt)=n_eff-real(index(tt));
phase(tt)=neff(tt)*(2*pi/res_wavelength)*2*pi*R;
field_absorption_per_meter(tt)=.5*14.5e-18*carriers(tt)*100;
gamma(tt)=gamma0+field_absorption_per_meter(tt).*2.*pi.*R;
Ea1(tt)=E_input(tt);
Eb1(tt)=Ed2(tt-R/1e-6)*exp(-gamma(tt)/2+1i*phase(tt)/2);
Ec1(tt)=t_through*Ea1(tt)+1i*k_through*Eb1(tt);
Ed1(tt)=1i*k_through*Ea1(tt)+t_through*Eb1(tt);
Ea2(tt)=0;
Eb2(tt)=Ed1(tt-R/1e-6)*exp(-gamma(tt)/2+1i*phase(tt)/2);
Ec2(tt)=t_drop*Ea2(tt)+1i*k_drop*Eb2(tt);
Ed2(tt)=1i*k_drop*Ea2(tt)+t_drop*Eb2(tt);
E_through(tt)=Ec1(tt);
E_drop(tt)=Ec2(tt);
indx(tt)=index(tt);
end
E_through(1,time_steps+1)=0;
E_drop(1,time_steps+1)=0;
carriers(1,time_steps+1)=0;
indx(1,time_steps+1)=0;
end
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